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DISTANCE

THE OBEDIENT SLAVE TO YOUR DESIRES
APEX mastery over the most advanced
radio engineering principles make distance
the obedient slave of your desires and places
at your instant command the whole continent
of radio enjoyment.
The infinite care and skill employed in perfecting the mechanical construction of APEX
Radio Apparatus is radiantly reflected in the
rich beauty of design, harmony of proportion
and elegance of finish that stamp all APEX
sets with an unmistakable mark of master
craftsmanship.

Upon request,
we will gladly

mail descriptive Folder.

You are cordially invited to inspect this complete
showing of Quality Radio Apparatus. Only a dependable merchant is given the APEX dealer franchise.
Your APEX dealer will gladly make a personal
demonstration of APEX Quality Radio Apparatus.
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APEX ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY
1410

West Seth Street
Dept. 1212
CHICAGO
Also makers of the famous APEX Vernier
Dials and APEX Rheostat Dials. which
are sold by every good dealer in Radio.

Vuabty Radio Apparatus

o
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Apex Super Five
Price $9S

Apex Baby Grand Console
Price $225

Apex Entertainer

Price $22.50

Apex De Luxe
Apex Console

Entertainer

Price $135

Apex

Utility Padie

Table
Price QS

Price, $27.50

Prices West of Rockies Slightly Higher.

"anadian Prices Approximatel; 40% Higher.
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radio power
/'om yon.

This switch controls everything
-your "A" power-your "B" power
-even the radio

set itself

Philco Socket Powers are plugged permanently
into a wall or lamp socket. They change your bumpy
alternating house current into the smooth, hum -free
direct current necessary for your radio.
One switch controls everything-"A" power.
"B" power. even the radio set itself. Snap it ON
and you get a strong, uniform low of both "A" and
"B" power. Snap it OFF and your power is shut
off-your radio is silent -and current begins gently
feeding back into Socket Power "A" from your light
wires.
No high voltage transformers -no moving parts
-no hum-no distortion -no falling off in reception.
As dependable as your electric current and turned
on exactly like an electric light.
= s,yycr to your
`Once you connect Thilco
,flange a single wire. You
you never,
wires mixed and burning out
You forget that radio is mysterious and
...es.
t }lnical. You just enjoy it.

house current
For Radiola Super-Heterodyne
(old and new models) and other sets using
3 -volt dry -cell tubes. buy
Philco Socket
Power "AB" shown atovc. Both "A" and
"B" power built into one cabinet. satin
finishcd in brown mahogany. Connect to
your radio once for all. Plug into a light
okct. Turn on your radio switch and leave
it on. After that there is nothing to think
about but the one Socket Power switch.
Snap it ON and enjoy your radio. Snap
it OFF and go to bed
For 50 -60 cycle 105.125 volt alternating
-

current

565.00

For 25-40 cycle 105.125 volt alternating
current
.. ...
$68.50
Socket Power "B" at only $47 SO (see
. ..a tnc
ngnt) may h used on
dry -cell tube sets where house current "B"
power alone is desired.

For Storage Battery (6 volt) tubes
buy Socket Powers "A" and "B" in individ-

ual cases. Socket Power "A " permanently
connects to a light socket. and without any

thought

about recharging, automatically

supplies "A " battery current. Socket Power
"B " eliminates "B " batteries and does away
with all recharging and all bother and ex
"

pense of replacing worn out dry cells. Can
be used on any set. Either "A" or "B" may
be used alone. but for maximum convenience
use both together. Plug the "'B " into the
built -in socket on the A.
Plug the "A "
into your house current. Both "A " and "B "
(and the radio set as well) are then controlled
by the one "A" switch. Snap it "ON" and
enjoy your radio. Snap it "OFF" and go
to bed.
Socket Power "A" for SO 60 cycle 105-125

volt alternating current

Socket kk.wer

"d"

$42.50
for 50 -60 cycle 105 -125

volt alternating current
Socket Power

"B"

Sold and demonstrated by leading radio and music
stores and by Philco Diamond Grid Battery Dialers.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia

RADIO A AND B
SOCKET POWERS
Philco also builds rech
ble bat env'.
unique because they may be permanently connected to your radio and safely charged to your
living
without rhra wires. it. WET
rewiring of dry

-m

cells.

"

Phdco Standard
Battery
complete
Adam brown mahogany Rvuh replacement foe
90 volts of dry cells. Only $19.85!

nitro "A" Batteries
ul tight glans
for dry cell tubes. $8.6.volt tubes. 9I6.
Built in charge indictors.
In rubber rases, subdued mahogany color.
.

1

$14.95 and up.

Philco Radio Batteries are built Drgnamac
DRY but CHARGED. Their life doesn't .trt
u..til the dealer pours in the electrolyte. You
.

can't get
stale Dlynamic Phdro.
BI4v a Philco Diamond Grid Battery for your aukr hile

$47.50

for 25 -40 cycle 105.125
552.5o

volt alternating current
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E DIT RIALJ) SPEAKING
now and then find myself
F VERY
wondering if it isn't about time

of ours. A great new phase of advertising in the form of commercial
publicity by radio is now being
reared, with its foundation rooted
in the family group listening about
the radio set in the home. This phase
is making it possible for us to demand
and secure the most famous of artists
and the most significant of national

I

for us to stop marveling at the
mystery and the miracle of radio and
to consider it from the perfectly cold blooded a n d
logical viewof a

- point
Better Programs
Fewer Stations

b u s
p r o

i

n e s s

events for our evenings with our
families and our friends.
Nothing is being sent out by
radio for nothing. In a few short
years the marvel and the mystery

position,

bidding for our nightly attention on
a business basis. Stripped of its mystery, how does it really rank as a contribution to the entertainment and
culture of the American home? Is it
making for our advancement? Or is
it joining forces with other modern
influences that are tending to spread
our attention over a smattering of
everything with serious concentration upon nothing?
We used to listen to an evening
of radio and shut off the set with a
deep sense of appreciation of the
music and the talks which had come to us free. We felt that it
would smack of base ingratitude to find fault. So deeply did the
marvel of it all impress us that we were overwhelmed to the
point where adverse criticism seemed to be the worst of bad
taste.
But today we have become sophisticated. We know now that
no broadcasting station is being run as a philanthropy.
Several stations have lately been sold, the transfer of the Class
B wave length bringing a sum close to six figures and far
greater than the cost of actual station and apparatus combined.
Recent developments point to the prediction that soon a Class
B wave length will be worth as much actual cash as a seat on
the New York Stock Exchange.
People don't buy philanthropies at any such figure as that.
No; every broadcaster is broadcasting strictly as a business
proposition- ranking as business a man's desire for personal
publicity or an institution's wish to extend its sphere of influence. At any rate, whatever the object, the broadcaster considers it worth spending a small fortune to achieve.
And what does this money buy? It buys our attention.
Millions of dollars are now being spent in an endeavor to get
you bnd me to tune in aria give our undivided and friendly
attention to the program.
And so we are not getting something for nothii.g. The
moment we sit down to listen to a station we have actually
paid for our seat and our entertainment. And we, therefore,
have just as much right to applaud or to criticize the performance as has the patron of theatre, opera or concert. We are
patrona of the broadcasters. Without us they could not exist.
An immense industry has built itself up around this attention

have gone, the deep sense of awe and
of gratitude has gone, the fear of
being thought thankless has gone.
We know now that we are no longer
beneficiaries. We know that we are

patrons.
And so, from time to time, I find
myself growing restless and impatient as I turn my dials to find out
what the different stations are doing
to deserve the possession of the coveted and valuable privilege
of broadcasting.
Unquestionably, programs have immensely improved in the
last two years. They should have. The financial value of the
stations has improved far faster than some of the programs.
But the question that constantly occurs to me is this: are the
program standards improving in proportion to the tremendously
increased influence of radio on the American public? Does the
average station owner really realize the almost sacred trust
that he assumes the moment his operator closes the switch to
start the station generator?
I am not talking now of idealism.
I started out to consider
this thing in a perfectly cold -blooded, logical, business way.
And that viewpoint still holds.
Two years ago the radio set was a remarkable and fascinating toy. The father of a family let his boy play with it and
now and then he himself listened in and even called mother to
hear something especially catchy. But in these two years
the whole aspect has changed. In many thousands of cases the
radio set has achieved the reunion of the whole family in the
home, where before the young folks-and the old folks, too
were beginning to seek their evening's diversions elsewhere.
The radio set is molding whole family lives.
' `:'+ this changing aspect we are building an industry tha.
already grosses the sabOe...:
total of half a billion dollars a
year. And we have only just begun. a...o. nrovrabuilding this industry. Still better programs will buiib t .tt
greater. Its foundations are laid in the family life of the Nat 619
and the mortar that holds its stones together is the frmil> s
satisfaction with what radio brings into the home. The greater

By Henry M. Neely
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The Dc Furest

FSM RaJiophutw

I IK DC Furc.t W -y ..hteh sois
new epoch in cabinet arti
nd
tone reception

One Greatest .Name. in Radio

A Peerless Value from the Master Scientist of Radio
ÇELDO\I arc the finer things of life introduced at popular prices.
The cost of originating thc new usually prohibits low price.
But here is a notable exception -the De Forest F-5 -M Radiophone,
.t masterpiece in performance. quality and dignified beauty from the
master mind of radio science.
Everything about this marvelous set is exceptional. The circuit is
new-and ingenious. Known as thc De Forest Balanced Circuit, it
gives to radio tone the rich realism of life. Low and soft tones that
usually dic away in r misty blur arc reproduced distinctly and musically. Very high tones that scent to climb into the infinite and flutter
Away like white butterflies against a blue summer sky arc borne
to your car with a clearness and sweetness new to radio devotees.
Individual parts in quartette and choral harmony arc intensified,
- -something new in reception.
This self-same circuit also contributes economy to operation. It

reduces the drain on hatteria. thereby lengthening "B" battery life
and the interval of recharging or replacing "A" batteries.

Refreshing, also, is the manner in which this new circuit tunes
in stations
without scraping and whistling.

...

New power qualities, distance mastery, station separation and
volume arc added 1w other newly devised mechanisms. And art intervenes to add the final touch ... grace and symmetry in cabinet design.
the tone reproducer in -built and out of sight. "B" batteries housed
in a compartment within the cabinet.
Yet the price is only $110! (Wooers, pneu oleghilh hegber) Sec and
hear the F -5-M at veur nearest Authorized Dc Forest Dealer's.
Proem range

of De

form Rdrophos,rr

SAS

ro S450.

DE FOREST RADIO COMPANY. Jersey City, N. J.

For hotter reception and lonitcr tube loie esa's bu%
De Forest Auctions. There's a special one for cart.
'K
Forest In.cntcJ the radio tulle

i
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E\ EREAUY DOUR
EVERY TUESDAY AT 9

P.
I.411.r4 \/au.lonl Ti...
rr.d radio cni9 torni. tun. .n thr
Grnup, alea4 thnw,gh .talion

Ev EstEvnY Radio Batteries are noted for their long service
and economical operation. They are made in different
sizes and tspec so that every radio user can enjoy the
economy and convenience to te had by pitting exactly the
right Eveready to his receiver. The five d-cell ttpes of
Eveready Radia Batteries are here illustrated and described
tu snake it easy for sou to decide just which twill give the
longest and most economical service on your set. A dealer
near you sells Evercadt s.

M.

I"r

WCAE I7uYwnh
wOAI Cincinnati
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WIAL ruts ',Ann.
wEEI Itarnn
WTAC wn.rra.,
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Eveready Heavy -duty "B" Battery for four
or more tubes
Vertical. Ever 4S volts.
486. Extra-large l.uyerbilt.
eady's latest contribution to radio. The new Laverhilt construction which gives notch greater service. Same sire as No. 770.
Price $5.50.
No.

t cereale

(: nl..rbia

Irato'

Lottery.

ewer.

she

Eveready "B" Battery for one to three tube

b, cell
la, all
rain.

Ierell
tahrs

1t

sets

l.a, ye. 22' . volts. Vertical. Especially adapted tm
Radiola 25. I)eForest I) -17 and Operadio receivers. Saine
capacity as No. 766. and suitahle wherever variable taps are
not require.(. Price $2.00.
No. 779.

rolls

EVE READY

Eveready "B" Battery for portable

COLUMBIA

Vertical. For portable sets
volts.
764.
Portable. 22
where medium weight and ire are permissible. Price $1.75.

IGNITOR

Eveready ".4" Battery

DRY CELL
l

F:vereadv Columbia Ignitor 1)ry ('ell Radin -A" Batten toi all
dry -cell tubes. 1', volts. The dry battery used by vacuumtithe engineers in developing the dry -cell tube.

11Y
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Eveready " (f" Battery
Saves B" Batteries. improves tone.

M$n(CTtD
r

.l

.A

sels

\o.

all

\o.
60

4' _ volts.

771.

Price

cents.

.11anulailarrJ and guar anterd

NATIONAL CARBON
New York
lanalun

by

CONIPANY.

I,r.

San Francisci,
National Carbon O._ Limu..1. Tontnlo. flnlariu

Radio Batteries
- they last longer

J,- rait
Ratter

rll

Priee
60
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By Henry M. Neely
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SILVER MASK IS OFF

The Silver Masked Tenor pictured at home with his wife and
baby

NOTHING whets the curiosity of the American
public more than a mystery, and every theatrical
man or press agent knows the value of mystery in
exploiting a star or an attraction. But, if there is
nothing more than mystery to back it up, the whole
campaign soon collapses and the whole thing is forgotten. Given a good mystery and genuine talent to
support it -and another career is "made."
Which leads us up to the question-just how much
has the mystery element contributed to the popularity
of the Silver Masked Tenor, soloist with the Goodrich
Silvertown Cord Orchestra and now with the Zippers?
If he had been introduced in the first place as John
Jones or Bill Smith, would his voice alone have won
him the widespread fame that he has achieved in so
short a time?
Those who have had most experience in such
things answer "no." Without the voice there could
have been no such popularity, yet the mystery undoubtedly caused speculation and added interest
among the listeners -in. And that is good publicity.
Anything that will make people talk about him has a
distinct and coveted value to an entertainer.
For some time I have been trying to persuade the
Powers That Be to let me tell you who the Silver
Masked Tenor really is. I had them just up to the
point of consenting when the question of fairness to
him entered the discussion and that swung the decision
against me. This mystery is still of great potential
value to the Silver Masked Tenor. If we took it from
him, we would be robbing him of something that is
rightfully his.
But I have secured permission to
publish for the first time a photograph
of him without his famous silver
mask. So here it is on this page -the
Silver Masked Tenor, his wife and
their baby.
I can vouch for the fact that it is
No. 7
Vol. IV
an excellent likeness of Mr. Silver
Mask and a fair portrait of Mrs. As
Contents or Demember, 1925
for the baby. I am not competent to
pass judgment. All babies look exactly
PAGE
alike to me-except that I can usually
Cover Design
tell the black ones from the white ones
my
Hargens
when I can get up
nerve to apPainted by Charles
proach close enough to see. There is
4
Editorially Speaking .
a much better picture of Mrs. Silver
Mask on the next page. That is her
The Silver Mask Is Off
7
husband's favorite and he carries it
The World's Most "Unpopular"
in his cardcase. I took it from him
one day when he was proudly displayAnnouncer
9
ing it to me.
The Day of the Factory -Made
And, now that you know exactly
what your favorite radio entertainer
Set
l
looks like, you will probably be more
Radio and the Music Student
16
than ever impatient to know his
identity. I'm sorry I can't tell you.
A Super With "Super- Tone"
24
I have always felt that the best
way to describe a man's personality
Notes From the Lab at
in writing is to tell a few stories about
Station 3XP
29
him -providing they are to the point.
1

Some little thing that a man actually does is usually far more revealing than thousands of words of
descriptive matter. So
Has all this nation-wide applause
-he's had 85,000 letters -gone to
his head and made him forget how to
be unaffectedly human? Here's the

answer:

One day I invited him to have
lunch with me in New York. I felt
that a man who was nationally famous would prefer the best of surroundings and the most select of foods.
So I took him to the Roosevelt Grill.
The waiter gave us menus glittering

with the names of the choicest dishes,
and, leaning over the Silver Mask's
shoulder, suggested one or two of the
dainties. Silver Mask listened politely
and then laid the card on the table.
"Bring me," he said, "a nice order
of corned beef and cabbage."
I took the same.
Any man who has dealt much
with musicians will tell you that one

8

almost invariable characteristic they develop
is an unreasoning jealously-an inability to
say anything good about a rival in their
own particular domain. A soprano may
admit that some contralto is good, but
you'll find it hard to make her say anything
nice about another soprano. You must
never expect one tenor to praise another,
though he may rave over the ability of a
basso. But
The Silver Mask took me one day to
the New York offices of the Victor Talking
Machine Company. They had sent him
word that he could call, if he wished, and
hear the new orthophonic records which he
and the Silvertown Cord Orchestra had
made and which were released last month.
We listened to one after another and,
at the end of one of his best solos, I said
to him jokingly:

"Well, your favorite tenor certainly
records perfectly, doesn't he ?"
But Silver Mask took me seriously. A
far -away, dreamy look came into his eyes
and he shook his head.
"That isn't my favorite tenor by a long
shot," he said. "Listen to John McCormack.
There's a real tenor-and a supreme artist.
You and I will never live to see his like
again."
I told him that many people thought
that McCormack was really the Silver
Masked Tenor. Silver Mask actually lost
his temper at that.
"Nobody with any musical ear could
possibly make such a mistake," he said,
quite as though he were taking his own
part against McCormack instead of McCormack's part against him.
Silver Mask is an ardent follower of
athletics. He did 100 yards in 11 seconds
in his schoolboy days and then took up boxing with a serious intention of becoming

RADIO IN THE HOME
a professional
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mitt -slinger.

He can still
sit down and give you a blow-by -blow account of most of the big fights he has seen.
But baseball has almost won him away
from his seat at the ringside. He is a

genuine fan.
"Suppose," I said to him once, "that
the same afternoon offered you your choice
of a McCormack concert, a championship
fight and a World Series game, which
would you choose ?"
"That's easy," he said promptly, "I'd
go to the McCormack concert."
"All right," I continued, "suppose it
were a choice between the fight and the
game. What would you do ?"
He puzzled for a long time over that.
Finally he smiled.
"That's a hard one," he said, "I guess
I'd have to put two radio sets in my house
and tune one to the fight and the other to
the game."
Silver Mask is blossoming out now as
a composer as well as a singer. He has
already done a good deal of lyric writing.
but just a few weeks ago there was published a waltz, "Venetian Night," for which
he wrote both the words and music.
Some time ago, in the Witmark "Black
and White" series of songs, there was published one called "In Flanders," for which
Silver Mask wrote the words and collaborated in the music. It was dedicated to a
buddy of his in France-the first man
killed in the 102d Engineers. Later in the
same song collection appeared "Maureen
Mavourneen," dedicated to the bright eyed Irish girl met on the other side during
the war and now shown in the accompanying photographs as Mrs. Silver Mask.
That same World War almost lost us
the glorious voice that we now enjoy every

This is "Maureen Mavourneen," the wife of the
Silver Masked Tenor. It is his favorite photograph of her and is reproduced from a picture
which he carries in his cardcase

week.

Silver Mask couldn't sing a note
for a year after he got back. First it was a
wound on the inner calf of the right leg.
It became infected with mustard gas and
the gas also got at the tender membranes
of the throat. For a while it looked as
though the singing voice was permanently
gone.
But Silver Mask hasn't any

wound

stripe to display to admiring friends. He
has a nasty scar-but no stripe. The
reason is that when the shrapnel hit him
he was too busy to report to the doctors.
There had come a hurry call for ammunition in the front -line trenches and Silver
Mask had to do the driving. He caught
the shrapnel on his first trip up and drove
into the mustard gas on his second. But
the boys needed more ammunition, so he
kept on making trips until the action was
over and then, he says, he was just so doggone tired that he merely washed the wound

//ere are the new Goodrich "Zippers" which have succeeded the famous Silvertown Cord
Orchestra. From left to right they are: Seated- Marion Ross, Ruby Hoffman, Miriam
Mereman and, at the piano, the composer, Lieutenant Gits Rice.. Standing -Albert Campbell,
Arthur
Friedman, Frank Croxton, John Meyer, George F. Hobart (the librettist), the Silver Masked
Tenor and Joseph Knee' conductor.

out and hit the hay as soon as he could.
The leg seemed to be all right, and it
wasn't until later that the infection began
to come to the surface.
The leg still bothers him once in a while,
but the throat trouble has now entirely
cleared up.
After his return to this
country and when his voice had got back
into shape, he went on a tour with the
Neil O'Brien Minstrels, as tenor soloist,.
for several seasons. Then he sent for
"Maureen Mavourneen," and after the
wedding they settled in the Bronx.
Oddly enough, we owe to a woman the
credit of discovering him for nation-wide
radio, and the mystery of his identity came
as the result of a joke.
Silver Mask made several "appearances"
from various New York stations, engaged
by a song publisher to sing new composi-

bc..u.ea .. rage
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--'6he WORLD'S MOST
"UNYOPULAIï
ANNOUNCER

'

By Frank E. Mullen
Who

dors

thr

utarkrt

- National Stockman

and

from
'comfit and announcing
Fanner" studio of Station KDKA)

Pedigree of Frank E. Mullen
(as furnt..hrd by

htin,rtf)

Nativity -Full-blooded Scotchman.
Age -29 years.
feet and 180 pounds.
Size

-6

Religion -Goes to Presbyterian occasionally.
Social status- Married, with year-old boy and all the usual relatives.
Education -All the grades, high school and Iowa State College, Ames, to
say nothing of seventeen years' pitching hay on South Dakota
prairies. Also give due credit to United States Army for present
proficiency in use of words. (Eighteen months in France.)
Hobbies -Shooting pool and penny ante.
Length of present job -To date (two years six months) have given
KDKA market reports since June, 1923.
No luck with
Accomplishments -Fluent liar. plays cornet and piano.
ladies, except one.

GOOD evening, everybody. How are you all

tonight?

Making the usual con-

servative radio industry estimate, I suppose that during the last three years
25,000,000 radio listeners
have heard the above greeting an average of five
nights weekly, and I sup-

.lbovr u

another station.

weather reports were the proper induce-

a close -up of Frank E. Mullen, the
unpopular announcer, while the
photograph on the left shows him with Mrs..laron
1. Coulter, his mother -in -law, wife and baby
Russell

world's most

pose further that 24,999,999 of said listeners immediately dialed their sets for

It has been no easy task
to achieve the reputation of

being the world's most unpopular radio announcer,
but as market reporter on
Westinghouse S t a t i o n
KDKA, the power of the
station and regularity of

transmission ha v e combined to thrust upon me
this distinction. In proof
of my status I submit that
in a recent popularity contest in which listeners voted for the most
popular announcer, my name wasn't even
mentioned. Further proof was given when
Editor Neely, of Radio in the Home, wrote
and asked me how in the world I managed
to keep my job.

The truth of the matter is that I am
really a boon to the radio industry. In the
city of Pittsburgh alone, a hundred thousand radio fans have been compelled to buy
high- priced receiving sets in order to get
the necessary selectivity to tune me out.
You see there is method in the seeming
madness.
I had only been broadcasting a few
months when I received the following fan

letter: "I wish you would cork up that

bottle of yours and float out to sea." Such
a compliment pleased me beyond measure
and to show that I have even got worse, last
week a gentleman asked my boss: "Who is
that fellow that gives the KDKA market
reports? He's terrible. I 'don't like his
news column, I don't like the market reports, I don't like his voice and I don't like
him."
Needless to say, I got another raise.
When the National Stockman and
Farmer and the Westinghouse Company
began thinking of the desirability of enrolling the farmer in the ranks of the radio
audience, it was decided that market and

ment to offer. When it was further decided
that the announcer should be an individual
with unlimited nerve, a strong voice and
intimate acquaintance with the soil and its
products, a survey of the field disclosed my
presence on the prairies of the Dakotas.
And so I came to Pittsburgh and started
down on my career.
I got into trouble right away. I started
out giving the market reports from the
East Pittsburgh studio of KDKA. The studio
staff objected so strenuously that it was
found necessary to build a separate studio
for me to give the market reports from,
and ever since I have been very much by
myself in the studio, and according to many
reports "on the air."
As I have said, my job has been a difficult one. The following story is true. At
one of our early conferences on the market
reports, Mr.
, of the Westinghouse
Company, sprung this on me: "Mullen," he
said, "can't you use another term instead
of that word hog. Hog sounds so vulgar
over the radio. Why not say pig ?"
Now, from my extensive experience with
the members of the swine family, I assure
you that to call a hog a pig is no more accurate than to call a camel a three -toed
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sloth. A hog is a mature
animal, whereas a pig is the
baby of the swine family, and
if I were to say over the radio
that heavy pigs topped the
market at Chicago today, I
would probably be indicted
for cruelty to animals. Well,
after this explanation to Mr.
,
he decided in my
favor and the first battle was
won.
It's been lots of fun-this

raaio market report announcing-and

I have received my
rewards. I expect that my
good friends of the radio
audience have sent me about
every known variety of fruit
and vegetable and, I hasten to
add, in good condition. So far
I have received no eggs.
Here is another
true experience. In reporting the livestock
markets it is customary to say that the
market is either slow or active, steady or
higher or lower. Consequently, quite often
I report that the market is slow and steady.
Imagine receiving this letter from a
dear old lady of some 65 winters and
summers.
"Dear Mr. Mullen:
"I must write you how wonderful radio
is and what a great blessing it has been to
me. For years I have been a semi -invalid
and now, praise God, I am well. Doctors,
specialists, friends, all had been unable to
help me and then I got a radio set. My
trouble was largely nervousness, and to my
own surprise I immediately began getting
better. In particular have your market reports been of great benefit to me. Every
morning as I lay in bed I listened to you
giving the market reports, and as you repeated in such a soothing tone, 'slow and
steady,' I just seemed to get strength by repeating it after you. For the first time in
seven years I am out of bed and walking
around. I attribute my recovery entirely

Frank E. Mullen giving the daily market report:
from Station KDKA
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sent a message to this man
one night along with my
market report telling him
that his wife was recovering
and that everything was all
right. About six months later
I heard that the message had
been received O. K. and that
another post some 200 miles
distant had also heard and
had sent a dog team to the
first post to assure the message getting through. Certainly a wonderful human
experience.
But I see that I am getting
serious. One day the telephone rang and the lady that
talked to me stated first that
she was a constant listener to
the station. She was sure
that every one listened and would I mind
telling everybody that Fido, a small, dark
brown dog with curly hair, was lost
I
don't know whether Fido ever got back
home or not.
Listeners in South and North Carolina
have caused me no end of trouble. We had
instituted weather forecasts nightly from
the station and, after repeated requests,
had added some six or seven forecasts for
as many States. Letters came from the
Carolinas asking for the forecast for their
States. We hesitated because of the distance, when all at once I received a letter
from Washington telling me that the Congressman from North Carolina was pressing the Weather Bureau to have the forecast given from Station KDKA. We compromised and gave it.
The world is small after all. The mint
growers, of Michigan, want quotations on
mint. For mint julep, I presume. The
"old Iron" gatherers want quotations on
scrap iron. The truck gardeners of the
South want quotations on potato plants.
Prices on oranges and lemons are wanted
by the Florida citrus growers. The boys
!

to radio and I praise God for this great

blessing."
Some letter, that, and along with the
laugh there is something to think about.
Another very fine experience came to
me through the Hudson Bay Fur Company.
One of the company men accompanied by
his wife started north to a trading post
that was reached by boat mail only once a
year. Half way in to the post the wife became ill and it was necessary to send her
back to a Montreal hospital. Fortunately
the trading post was equipped with a radio
receiving set and the husband, knowing
this, asked the company to send word to
him of his wife's condition. He stated
further that the post listened to the market report man of KDKA (mainly because of
his strong voice). So it came about that I
1

turner of the -National Stockman and Farmer"
studio of Station KDK.1

(Continuer' on nut.. 14)
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RADIO IN THE HOME

Radio isn't a bunch of wires
and a collection of queer-looking instruments. First of all.
it is matir and culture: second,

By
R. S. McBride
Washington C
ndent
-Kadin in th. IHome'
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it is furniture fitting to the
homy; third, it is now becom-

ot

ing the center of a reawakening family life. The set shown
in the picture Is a BremerTully Countrrphasr -Six

Dat.j of the Fac tory ±tade Set
Editorial Note-Grateful acknowledgment for many data used in this article is
made to Radio Retailing, the monthly'
trade paper published for radio dealers by
the McGraw -Hill Company, Incorpo-

r-

rated.

R. S.

M.
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WILL

our next radio set be home -made
factory-assembled? This is a question of very great national importance and
hence one that interests every Government
department that is concerned with the welare of radio.
Of course no one is going to answer the
question for every purchaser, because some
of us prefer a home -made set, just as we
prefer mother's home -made cake; v.hereas
the rest of us are going to the store and
buy the best set which our pocketbook can
afford, just as the apartment dweller buys
bakery goods because the kitchenette is too
small to permit manufacture of a full -size
cake.

There are good arguments on each side
of this question, and Uncle Sam's radio in-

vestigators are. therefore, unwilling to be
quoted, pro or con. I think it is safe to say,

however, that every one of them believes
there is a decided trend toward buying of
complete factory-assembled sets.
Certainly the radio business of the
country has come to this conclusion. One
editor of a technical radio magazine gives
the best evidence that could be offered that
you and I are now more likely to be customers in the set department than in the
"parts" department of the radio store.
This editor shows that ten times as many
millions of dollars were spent in 1922 for
parts as for sets. But in 1925 nearly three
times as many dollars are being spent on
sets as on parts. This is certainly a radical
change for three years.
Incidentally, you and I have created
quite a sizable business in this field, for this
same editor finds that there is a market for
$75,000,000 worth of parts, nearly $200.000,000 worth of sets and over $200,000,000
worth of accessories per year. Thus you
and I might just as well get ready to hand
over a half billion dollars annually to this
industry.
This does not worry us, however, for
there is hardly any other branch of business that is giving us more pleasure and

more real satisfaction than we get from
these radio expenditures. It is unlikely
that the business will again grow to four
times its present size in the next three
years as it has multiplied in the last three.
But our expenditures for radio are certainly going to continue steadily upward as
the quality of programs, as the reliability
of sets, as the appreciation of radio opportunity, increases.
With this development of radio business
we need not expect that there will be any
less attention given by the Government to
the amateur. That group of youthful investigators is looked to for some of the most
important developments of the next ten
years. Amateurs have given us the basic
ideas for the vast majority of our present day achievements. No amount of organized
research in the fine laboratories of radio
manufacturers could have, in so short a
time. produced the wealth of "hook -up" information or the tremendous number of
new radio devices which make for the near
perfection of today's fine radio sets. Everybody expects and hopes, therefore, that
these amateurs will continue their investigations, making all sorts of possible and
impossible hook -ups, with the certainity
that for every dozen mistakes we can ex-

12
pect some added knowledge and, therefore,
better apparatus for every one of us.
The Department of Commerce, in its
November conference, placed first of the
subjects for consideration the question of
broadcasting service. This was the principal problem considered because it is the
problem that affects every one of the million
or more purchasers of the fine sets that are
going to be sold during the present winter
season. Unless the broadcasting service
can be maintained on a high plane and fine
programs be received without interference
or distortion, you and I would not buy
these sets. Washington proposes to see
that we can safely buy them, and that we
can use them with thorough satisfaction.
We are likely to do a
great deal of this set buying during the next thirty
days after this issue of
Radio in the Home reaches
the reader. December is
the big radio month of the
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that correspond to the hand -embroidered

trousseau.
And yet we are demanding this in
quantity. Millions of us want what is virtually "an exclusive model." Perhaps our
radio dealers, at that, are not much worse
off than the town milliner, who, by reputation at least, sells at least a half dozen each
of her "exclusive" styles. In radio there
are a few of us skilled enough, patient
enough and so disposed that we are building for ourselves an ultra- refinement in
radio which could not be successfully made
in quantity, and very likely could not be
successfully operated by the average
listener-in. My hat is off to such an exclusive set builder; but he is one in a million.

year. In fact, November
and December combined
represent nearly a third
of each twelve- month's
business.
Santa Claus
certainly is the best stimulus of this trade, just as
static is its worst enemy.
It is not surprising, therefore, that you and I buy
three or four times as
much in December as in
August of the average
year.
In grandmother's day
little Willie had a suit of
clothes made over from
father's old Sunday Suit.
Perhaps the pants did not
fit perfectly, but he was
just as proud of mother's
results as the present -day
youth is of his new ready made suit from the local
furnishing store. T h i s
change from home -made
to ready -made clothes has
taken about two generations for its full accomplishment.
The corresponding change in radio
from home -made sets
the only kind we could get
five years ago -to the
beautiful furniture cabinets with marvelous radio
mechanism inside, has occurred within a few years.
We were justly proud
of our oatmeal box on

pocketbook when we
carry out the common
threat, "Some day we are
going to get a much better
set." But the prices which
the dealers gave me on inquiry were a most agreeable surprise. I find that
the very best there is in
multi -tube equipment in
beautiful mahogany or

walnut cabinets w o u l d
cost me less than a flivver
touring car. Even the
player -piano, or an equally
fine
cabinet -model
phonograph, would cost as
much.

Certainly we can have
no objection to such prices

-

which we wound a coil of

wire and connected with
a galena crystal detector; it actually let us
hear the concert. Even today, I, for one,
have not ceased to marvel that a string of
wire from the corner of my garage to my
study window can bring me any entertainment worth listening to, regardless of the
set

I use.
But, today we need not use the oatmeal
box. For $15 or $20 we can buy a set that
is better than $200 would have purchased
in 1920. No one then knew how to make
as good a set as the poorest which can be

successfully marketed today.
As we come to buy our new sets the
dealers are expecting us to be as fussy as
the rich young bride. We want all the exclusiveness and delicacy of construction
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recreation. It is a matter of almost complete indifference whether the finished set is
better, or even quite as good as that which
could be bought. The important thing is
the pleasure obtained in the building. To
such radio construction "fans" (they are
really not amateurs because the building,
not the experimenting, is the game) we all
extend our best wishes, for theirs is both a
wholesome and instructive avocation. Most
of us, are, however, of another type.
We, that is you and I and our wives,
most especially our wives, want a fine
cabinet suitable for the living room.
Dealers and manufacturers know this.
Their displays at the radio shows this
winter are centered around such fine
cabinet sets.
At the recent radio
show in Washington, my
first impression was that
these sets were too fine.
It made me worry about
the inroads which would
probably be made into my

a young radio expert tuning in on WEAF.
narrer is Dick Meyer, and already he is following in the footsteps of his father, I'. H. Meyer,
president of the WorkRite Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland. The set is a lf'orkRite fivetube Neutrodyne in console cabinet. It is typical
of the kind of sets that Air. McBride speaks of in
his article

Here's

Ilis

The rest of us get ours from the store.
Of course, there is still another class of
home -made set builders besides the amateur and the radio wizard. This group consists of the men to whom a kit of tools and
a mess of radio equipment is the finest

because the enjoyment
and profit from fine radio
equipment far exceeds
that from any other
household device. It is
comparable with the automobile in its entertainment of the whole family.
In one of the recent
radio trade magazines
which I have examined I
have found what appears
to me to be the coming
point of view of the radio
business. In one maker's
advertisement we find a
splendid cabinet model in
the reception hall beside a
handsome floor lamp and
high- backed hall chair.
The element of elegance
was introduced in this advertisement by a
marvelous ermine wrap which was thrown
over the arm of this chair. The suggestion
to each of us is obvious. We want a radio
that will make as creditable an appearance
to our friends and visitors as would this
handsome evening wrap.
Certainly the time is past (we should
no longer say it is passing) when we are
going to have in the living room or any
other place, but the small boy's room the
mess of wires and parts which most homemade sets present. Radio is no longer a
toy. It is no longer a novelty. Radio
equipment, therefore, must step up in appearance from the class of toys and nov-
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radio

Emphatically Yes!
Radio IS marching forward, this season as before. But it
is marching in a new direction.
Quality of Reception.
That is the big, new theme. And the new Jewett Receiver
is its inspiration.
At last Radio commands a Receiver that is truly a Musical
Instrument, by a manufacturer of experience in the musical
instrument field.
Mere words cannot describe this new Jewett Quality of
Reception. You must hear to understand.
So just visit an authorized Jewett Dealer and let him prove
to you that here is a new kind of Radio-so different from
the old as to create new standards and ideals.
For the first time, B- Battery current and resulting distortion
have been completely barred from the speaker circuit.

The Jewett Receiver

-Three

simple controls provide dis.
frictionless reception and eliminate all

receiver noises -The most richly

beautiful Receiver you have ever seen.

The Jewett Superspeaker

-All

that the name implies. Recommended by experts everywhere.

The Jewett Superspeaker
Console

-A

handsome cabinet with Super
speaker performance.

The Jewett Cone
in tone and pitch
- Faithful
of

regard
heat, cold. or dampness. Semi-

less

You should know the story of this epoch marking Receiver and
its birth in the brains of our straight- thinking young engineers
who refused to admit that it couldn't be done. Ask us for it.

adiutahlc.

The Jewett Vemco Unit

-Makes a loud speaker out of your
phi,nograph.

"There Is No Substitute For The Best"

The Jewett Parkay Cabinet
par with
the amateur on
-thePuts
most exclusive cabinet worker.
a

JEWETT RADIO & PHONOGRAPH CO.

The Jewett Micro-Dial
tuning
times
accurate.
-FirsMakes
any standard

PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
5682 TELEGRAPH ROAD
Factories: Allegan. Michigan -Pontiac, Michigan
In Canada

Jewett Radon-Monograph.. Ltd.. Walktrdle. Uni.

50

as

receiver.

Eapart Saks Office.:
116 ßroad Street. New York City

The Jewett Superspeaker
Highboy

-Houses any standard Radio set and
all barreries. Superspeaker built in.
Special Wednesday
WIR feature
The
Burroughs Hum.. V
tu

iif

.

"Quality Broadcasting to
Match Quality Products
-StationWJR"

to p.m.
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elties which may be crude or
gaudy. It must become a fine
piece of furniture, fit for the
furnishing of our most attractive room.
The latest campaign idea is
well expressed by one of the
Department of Agriculture specialists, who recently presented
his ideas under the title "Every
Farmer Needs a Radio Set." In
this paper Mr. Gilbert estimates

that there are approximately
550,000 farms which now have
radio, but that 5,950,000 more
farms are still awaiting this device. And there is no point at
which radio should have greater
opportunity of giving satisfaction and service. It will bring
out to the farm, several times a
day, market returns and weather
reports to guide the farmer,
who must, if he is to succeed, be
a real business man.
It will
bring enjoyment and entertainment for the evening. It will
bring recreation to the tired

members of the household in a
measure that even the cheap
automobile, with its tremendous
benefits to the agricultural community, has not exceeded.
It is interesting to know what
types of instruments the radio
business man thinks the agricultural population is going to buy.
Estimates on this subject forecast an average expenditure by
farm customers of more than
$150 per set. It is believed that
these sets are almost invariably
going to be multi -tube devices
with attractive cabinets. The
average number of tubes anticipated is four or more per set.
To be sure the farm is a little
farther from the nearest broadcasting station, but the farmer
has no greater interest in getting absolutely certain reception
from 100 miles or more away
than has any city dweller. In
order to get any variety in
choice most of us must have a
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fine enough set to reach out that
distance. Such a set necessarily

must have its parts properly proportioned as no helter -skelter
assembly will do good work on
distant stations. Of course, we
expect to have a loud- speaker,
and that means that ample
power must be available, too.
Our wants as listeners were
recently investigated as in comparison with the requirements
which most of us imposed upon
the dealer a few years ago. Two
years ago it seems that our requirements were found to be in
the following order: distance,
volume, low price, selectivity,
and last, quality of reproduction.
Now the order is almost exactly reversed. The seven characteristics which we impose as
listeners when we buy a set
must, therefore, be put down in
the following order of imporLance :
1. Tonal

quality;

that

is.

faithful reproduction and
clarity.
2. Selectivity; sharp tuning
with a minimum of overlapping of the stations.
3. Appearance; "style" certainly has entered.
4. Price; we still would like
low price, but convincing
demonstrations q u is k I y
convert us to the best sets
which our pocketbooks can

afford.
Distance; this surely remains, but is far from a
dominating requirement as
any well -built set will take
us-hundreds of miles with out effort.
6. Loop reception; a convenience which we all would
like, but far from a necessity.
7. Volume; but why worry
about this, as any good set
gives splendid loud-speaker
performance with proper
conditions of use.
I think none of us would deny
that any set which afforded all
these se v en characteristics
would merit nothing but praise.
5.

The World's Most
"Unpopular" Announcer
(continued From rage IN)

t
What to give die radio fan
v

The Tungar

i.

a

G

Give him a two- ampere do it more than twice as
Tungar if he has a storage fast.
battery of any kind. It will Every man who has a storcharge all his radio batteries age battery wants a charger.
and his auto battery, too.
And every man who wants
Or. for bigger jobs. give him a charger wants the original
a five-ampere Tungar -built General Electric bulb charto do the same work but to ger -the Tungar.
P.

Product. developed in
the R
h Labors
tories of General Fier
WC.
Thy new Tungar cb.ar
ara any matey and
of

.tornar

ur

ba

dio -11- and auto bat
trrirs, and .W b
ira as high a. 96 volt in serie..

Prit r.
East of the Rockar
Two sinner. sirs SIS N
Five ampere sue SUM
hO Cycles
110 yeti-

BATTERY CHARGER
.,1emark -r- found molls
a re4ntrrr.i
Lams for n an 1ha name rare
Merchandise Division
General Electric Company. Bridgeport, Conti

Tungar

on the annu.nr.

G ENKRAL ]
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out West want to know what the
boys of the East are doing, and
so it goes. I get about a thousand letters a month and I read
them all. Not all of them ask
me to "get off the air," or I
might feel more like obliging a
portion of our audience.
Most of the criticism of the
market -report
period comes
from listeners whom I excuse
by saying that they just don't
stop to think. One of the earliest
fights I had to make was on the
time of giving the market report.
Radio station managers generally believe that the listening
audience wants entertainment.
I agree with them. We do want
to listen to entertainment, especially in the evening. But the
other side of the story is this:
The farmer enjoys entertainment as much as anybody, but
he also wants that market information which may mean
profit or loss to him. Hence it
followed that I must give the
market report in the evening
when most people want to
listen to music instead of quotations on hogs, butter, etc. If
you listen to KDKA, you know
that we give the market report late in the evening, which
is another tribute to my obstinacy. I won that argument
with the following figures. (You
know that figures don't lie, but
liars can figure.)
There are in the United States
some six and a half million
farmers. At an average of five
to a family this means our farming population totals more than
30,000,000 people. In addition
(('antinu.vl

on

raft. 2I)
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Radio

Receiver

This new principle of radio
is exclusive in the Valleytone
Set the dials of

ignals strong

Appearance
The Valleytone is mounted in a
solid walnut cabinet, finished in two
tones with inladl gold stripes. It
may also be procured in beautiful
console models.
Special Valley
tables with built -in loud speaker
may he obtained for the cabinet
model.

a

Valleytone for any station you choose.

Bring in the

and clear.

Then turn the dials one point beyond or back from the correct
tuning. You merely diminish volume. The quality of the signals
remains the same. There is no incoherent babble of noises.
Turn the dials two or three points either way from the correct
tuning. Your program is gone.
Such tuning is possible only in the Valleytone. It is due to the
botential balance method of preventing distortion and oscillation
a new principle for radio which is exclusive in the Valleytone
S -Tube Radio Receiving Set.
The ¢otential balance gives a balanced tone to the Valleytone. The
results are an amazing clearness and naturalness of reproduction.
If you have never heard the Valleytone, a new experience in radio

reception awaits you.
The Valley Toroidal Coils make possible a selectivity not previously
achieved. Stations four or five meters apart can be brought in
clearly and distinctly one after the other whether they are distant
or local stations.

Valleytone
Console
Model

Before you buy a radio, hear the Valleytone. Judge it by results.
Avoid regrets later by listening to the Valleytone now. Any authorized dealer will be glad to demonstrate the Valleytone for you.

VALLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY. Radio
ST. LOUIS, U.

Valley table
with built -in
loud speaker

S.

Division.

A.

Branches in Principal Cities

Valleytone
Receiving Sets

Valley
Battery Charger

Valley
B- Eliminators

Valley Electric
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RADIO and the
Scheduled for
Tuesday Evening, Dec. 8
In their program of songs to be
broadcast from WEAF and allied
stations, on Tuesday evening, December
8, between 8:30 and 9 o'clock, "The
Gold Dust Twins will include Stephen
Collins Foster's

"MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME"
Watch for this and listen In

Stephen Collins Foster, creator of ",1fy

Old

Kentucky Ifonte"
Drawn for "Radio in the Horne" by Oeorge Xoyko

MY OLD KENTUCKY
HOME, GOOD NIGHT
The sun shines bright in the oldgayKentucky home,
'TIs surmener, the darkies are
The corn top's ripe and the meadow's in the bloom,
While the birds make music all Me day.
The young folks roll on the little robin floor,
An merry, all happy and bright:
at the door,
"8y'n -by Hard Times contes a- knocking
Then my old Kentucky Home, good- night'

CHORUS

Weep no more, my lady, Ohf weep no more today!
We will sing one song for the old Kentr.eky !tome,
For the old Krnturky Home for away.

ft

They hunt no more for the possum and the coron
On the meadow, the hill, and the shore,
They sing no more by the glimmer of the muon,
on the bench by the old cabin door.
The day goes by, like a shadow o'er the heart,
With sorrow where all was delight:
The trine has come when the dm'kles have fo part,
Then my old Kentucky Horne, good-night'?

ut
will hare to bend.
Wherever the darkey may go:
the
trouble all will end
and
days,
A few more
the
sugar-canes
where
field
grow
In the
A few more days for to tole the weary lord,
No matter, 'twill never br light,
the
road,
on
A few more days All tee totter
'!'ken lay old Keu tkeky Home, good -mufle:
The head roust bow and the back

STEPHEN COLLINS FOSTER,
creator of simple, but not trivial
melodies that go straight to
the human heart, occupies a
unique position among American composers. There is a
vast difference between simplicity and triviality. True
simplicity in art is almost invariably beautiful, or at least is an element capable of evoking
beauty at the hands of an
artist endowed with
intuition and equipped with skill. The
beautiful simplicity
of Foster's melodies
has made scores of

his songs xnown in every American household -has made them genuine folk -songs.
Born of the impulse of creation -both
the words and the music (for Foster generally wrote the words as well as the music)
-these songs of Foster's are as simple and
beautiful in their expression as they are
sincere in their sentiment. They are true
American folk -songs, and they are immortal.
The folk -songs of a nation are imbued
with at least some of the salient characteristics of its people. But once in a while in
the multitudinous folk -song family there is
born a simple melody, rich in fundamental
and universal appeal, whose strains are
destined to set vibrating the heart-strings
not only of a single race, but of the world.
Such a song is "My Old Kentucky Home."
A song of the fireside, it is as true and as
gripping today as when it was composed
nearly three -quarters of a century ago; and
because of the universality of its appeal it
is known and loved and sung the world
around.
Stephen Collins Foster was born in the
little village of Lawrenceville (now a part
of the City of Pittsburgh), Pa., on July 4,
1826 -just fifty years after the signing of
the Declaration of Independence. Although
he never lived in the South, by instinct and
inheritance he was something of a Southerner, for his father came from Virginia,
and his mother from Maryland. The father,
William Barclay Foster, of Scottish and
Irish ancestry, was a successful Pittsburgh
merchant. The mother, Eliza Clayland
Foster, was of English ancestry.
The boy Stephen began to show his

musical proclivities almost as soon as he was
able to walk, but he was
chiefly self-taught and
he studied assiduously.
When 7 years old he
learned to play the
flageolet, and later the
flute and the piano. He
developed a remarkable
talent for composition,
but did not rely solely
on his inspiration for
guidance. He was a
student of the classical
masters, and was particularly fond of the
music of Mozart, Beethoven and Weber. The
simple melodies that he
gave to the world were
not the accidental outpourings of an uncultured intellect, but the
results of deep and arduous study and a

thoroughgoing analysis
harmony.
was 13

of the laws of
When he
years old he
his first piece

composed
of music,

"Tioga Waltz," for four
flutes, and took the
leading part in its performance at the school
commencement. In 1842
his first published song,
"0 p e n Thy Lattice,

Love," was produced.
"Old Uncle Ned," written in 1845, was his
first great popular success. From 1846 to '48
he worked as a bookkeeper for his brother,
Dunning Foster, in Cincinnnati. But finding
that he had no taste for
business, he returned
home in 1848 and,
thereafter, devoted his
whole time to musical
study and composition.
Such songs as "Nelly
Was a Lady," "Gentle
Annie," "Laura Lee,"
The old Rowan homestead, known as "Federal "Old Dog Tray," "Come
Hill." "My Old Ken- Where My Love Lies
tucky Home" was u itten
Dreaming" and "Old
here in the summer of
Folks at Home," en1852
hanced his reputation
steadily and gave him
a nation -wide popularity. He was urged by
some New York music
publishers to make his
home in that city; so
when he married, in
1850, Miss Jane Denny
McDowell, daughter of
a Pittsburgh physician,
he took his bride to
New York to live. After
little more than one
year, however, homesickness took them back
to Pittsburgh, where

Iv

Conducted

I

De- cumber,
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department of "Radio

that; and,

in a modest

deavor to foster the ap.d music.

they continued to live
for the next ten years.
In 1852, Foster and
his wife made a trip
down the Ohio and
Mississippi Rivers to
New Orleans with his
brother,
D u n n i ng
Foster, who was the
owner of a large river
packet; and that trip
gave him the inspiration and the materials
for some of his plantation melodies. In 1860
he again went to New
York to live. He died
in that city on January
13, 1864. His published
songs number about

J

Scheduled for
Thursday Evening, Dec. 10
Broadcasting from WEAF and
allied stations, on 'Thursday evening.
December 10. at about 10 o'clock,
Miss

Kathleen

Stewart,

pianiste.

will

play Frederic Francois Chopin's

FANTASIE IMPROMPTU, Op. 66
Watch for this and Listen In

CHOPIN'S
"FANTASIE IMPROMPTU"

160.

"My Old Kentucky
Home" was written in
the summer of 1852,
while Foster was visiting the old Rowan
homestead, situated
close to the horseshoe
bend of Beech Fork
River, about a mile
southwest of Bardstown, Nelson County,
Kentucky, thirty -nine
miles from Louisville.
The old manor house,
long known as "Federal
Hill," dates from 1795,
when John Rowan, an
able young attorney,
built it for his home on
a plantation of 1500
acres carved from the
wildersurrounding
ness. John Rowan became a local judge, a
member of Congress, a
United States Senator,
and finally Chief Justice of Kentucky. He
made Federal Hill a
center of the political,
legal and social activities of the new commonwealth. It typified all
that once was best in
the country life of Kentucky. Its quiet and
quaint simplicity, its
picturesque
environment and its old -time
customs made possible
the atmosphere that inspired Foster's song.
And the song gave a
new fame to the old
manor house. In 1921
the Legislature of Kentucky authorized and
Governor Edwin P.
Morrow appointed a
special commission to
raise funds for the purchase of the house with
its remaining 236 acres,
in order to preserve it
as a shrine in a State

park.

(Continued on rage

It)

CHOPIN'S Fantasie Impromptu in C
Sharp Minor, Opus 66, is intrinsically
so beautiful, so thoroughly delightful, and
so characteristic of its composer's genius,
that one cannot help wondering why he
wrote across the back of the completed
manuscript (left unpublished at his death)
the words "To be destroyed when I am
gone."
Fortunately for untold thousands of
music -lovers, that injunction was disregarded. Chopin's pupil and lifelong friend,
Julius Fontana, published the piece in 1855,
and it has become one of the best -beloved,
as it is one of the most faultlessly beautiful
of Chopin's works. It is a true Impromptu,
and the descriptive epithet "Fantasie" bestowed upon it by Fontana is really superfluous, except as it provides a convenient
title for differentiating titis one from the
three other Impromptus written by Chopin.
Although possessing almost the freedom
of an improvisation, the Chopin Impromptu
yet has a well- defined form; there is structural impulse, albeit the patterns are free
and original. Perhaps Chopin feared that

Frederic Francois Chopin
Reproduced t7roupa the courtesy of
Hieratic-al Soe.ety of Pen nsyliunlo

t

both the form and the content of the "Fantasie Impromptu" were too original, too
subtle and complex and too wholly unfamiliar to the musical world of his day to be
understood or appreciated and, therefore,
doubted the advisability of publishing it.
The piece presents peculiar rhythmical
difficulties. The whole first section consists
of a continuous rapid figure of four notes
in the right hand against three in the left
problem to be mastered only by long
and special practice. But when this is
smoothly played it produces just that
sinuous, interwoven, flowing effect which
the composer desired, and which could not
have been obtained, in such perfection, in
any other way. This first section, allegro
agitato, breathes spontaneity in every bar,
while the middle section, a largo in D flat,
contains some of the master's choicest
thoughts. The closing phrase of eight bars
where the melody -previously given at the
largo part -rhythmically and melodically
modified is taken up in the left hand, while
the right hand accompanies with the rapid
figure of the opening section, played
pianissimo, constitutes one of the most
beautiful and telling effects to be found in
Chopin's works.
"The content of this composi-

-a

tion," says Edward Baxter Perry,
"is purely emotional, like a strictly
lyric poem it is a wholly subjective expression of a mental state.
;

Mitt

Kathleen Stewart, pianiste, who

will

play

the Chopin ' "Fantasie Impromptu" on the evening
of December 10 over the WEAF link of stations

an emotional condition, not of any
scene or any action. It touches
the minor key and sounds the
plaintive harmonies to which his
heartstrings were tuned and vibrating at the time when it was
written. It voices a soft summer
twilight mood, half sad, half
tender, full of vague regrets, of
indefinite longings and aspirations,
of fluttering hope, never destined
and bright fleeting memories
realized,
to be
that rise and pass, dimmed by intervening
clouds of sorrow and disappointment, like
the shifting forms and hues of a kaleidoscope seen through a misty glass, or the
(Continurd tu rase 20)
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Lighted Continuously 72 Days -and Still in Good Receiving Condition
One astonishing report of the many hundreds received
proves unmistakably Sea Gulls' exceptionally long life. A user
kept six Sea Gull Tubes lighted for over 1700 hoar, and
found them all operating efficiently at the end of the period.
The original letter containing the above statement is on
file in our office and will he shown to any one interested.
a plug and socket connection between the
radio set and all outside connections, Junes Multi Plug is as essential to the radio as a cord and
socket to the electric iron. For safety and convenience leading set manufacturers have adopted this
it( ni as standard equipment. You. too. need a
Multi -Plug for the set you are building or the set
you now have. See your dealer or write direct for

Affording

descriptive folder B.
TYPE BM- -For Set Building
TYPE BP Adaptable to Any Set

54.50
5.00

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

HOWARD B. JONES
614 -18

S.

AMPLIFIER AND DETECTOR

four points of

Have

CANAL ST.

superiority.

50% longer life, higher mutual
conductance,

a;

uniformity,

[inter-

changeable at any stage] and they are
positively

non- microphonic.

At your
Dealer,

$2.5°

byöil

or

plue

parcel post.

We also make
Tube R-Rctilying Tube
Tube P -Semlpowsr Tube

MUL

Tube

x- Double

33
$5

Duty Rrc. Tube $5

sea Cull Tubes give greater

Satisfaction

ABERDEEN SPECIALTY CO., Inc.

THE STAND

Main

CONNECTOR

Y-o

The New Signal
SPIRAL CAM CONDENSER

Se/u

OAiea

Dealers and jobbers write its for
lull In formation and discounts

Suite 40a, toot Chestnut St.. Philaddpht.

3

1heWo ds Greatest

Ratho Story

Represents a radical departure in condenser design.
The tuning efficiency is in the patented cam control.

10 Points of Superiority
Unique construction eliminates all
Possibility of back lash.

This condenser utilizes the
complete 360* of the dial.

Electrostatic field
concentrated
the center

Balanced condition of plate
assemblies insures velvety
action.

la

In

of

condenser.

/

Die cast throughout In.
touring uniform char-

acteristics
units.

DiRt shaft is
dead -not connected to either set
of plates.

In

a

I I

Compact
b e i

n g

no

larger than the
old

Provided with p1g-taflcnnnectlons of tried -and -true efficiency.

style

circular

semi-

single or three -hole mounting.

At Your Dealers

Three Capacities

One Price -$4.00
.00025, .00035, .0005
Jobbers and Dealers
nre sot fully arouotnted

this popular ron
ask us to send you comulti m/nrrnahon. Ssonal
A
Radio Products or quality bade. o uvod hoc to stock.
1/ vow

u

stA

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Menominee, Mich.
Dept. 11 -L
Branchu in

AU

Principal Citsis

Ward's New Radio
Catalogue is Now Ready

Air

eCt

Are you interested in seeing
what is new in Radio -what
is hest and what has been approved?
And do you wish to know
the lowest prices on tested
sets, prices made without the
usual "Radio profits ?"

sob.

Design permits direct
mounting of air core
transformers on condensera.

All condensers have provisions for

r

This Catalogue is

a

Complete Guide le Italia
Ward's is headquarters for
Radio, with probably the
largest retail radio department in the whole world.

This new 52 page Radio Ctalague shows everything in pan.
battrile.. cabmen, contains a list

sttion., a radin log for record.
tng thons. It shows the best of
the new sen. One tube set. that
give amarina results. Five tube sets
with single dial to tarn. Think
of tuning in one station afin an
of

other by turning single dial?
Every price quoted means a big
saving toy u. Everything offered
is tested by our own Radio Ea
pens. In fact. the best experts
compiled this Catalogue for you.
Write for this 52 Page Hook. It
is yours free.
Our S3 year std Pdky
years we have sold only
under
Golden Rule Policy. You can rely
absolutely upon the quality of
everything .sown in Chu Radio
Catalogue.
For

53

rot:

Write to the bou.. nearest yon gar your tree copy of Ward's
new Radio Catalogue. Address Dept. 3 -R

Montgr ame yWard &Ca
The Oldest

taboo.

Claims

Mad Oraler House is Today the Most Progressive
Gasas Cd, St. reel Pords.d, On. °W aal.
Ft. Mani
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"My Old Kentucky Home,

By Neapolitan Trio
18127
By Chimes
16160
By Victor Band

Good Night"
(Continued Yens Page 17)

.75
.75

18145
.75
Helpful Hints
By Ford Hanford (Wood
biography of Stephen ColSaw)
18767
.75
lins Foster, by Harold Vincent
Milligan, is published by G. Edison Records
By
Frieda
(soprano
Hempel
Schirmer. New York.
and Criterion Quartet
A complete edition of Foster's
82551 $2.00
songs, words and music, entitled
By Thomas Chalmers
"The Melodies of Stephen C.
(baritone) and chorus
Foster," was published in 1909
1.50
80321
by T. M. Walker, Pittsburgh.
Brunswick Records
"My Old Kentucky Home" is
By Marie Tiffany (soprano)
to be found in many and various
and male trio
collections of old, favorite and
13091 $1.25
popular songs; and there are Vocalion Records
many editions of the sheet
By May Peterson and
music of the song
good one
quartet
30109 $1.00
being that published by Oliver
By Criterion Quartet
Ditson Company, Boston, at
14783
.75
forty cents.
For reproducing pianos "My
"My Old Kentucky Home" is Old Kentucky Home" is available
to he had in the following phono- in recorded interpretations as
graph records:
follows:
Victor Records
Duo -ArtBy Alma Gluck (with male
By Herbert Jones
chorus)
6143 $2.00
101135 $1.25
By Geraldine Farrar
By George H. Gartlan
(soprano) 88238
1.50
101906
1.50
By Elsie Baker (contralto)
Welte- Mignon (licensee)
By Adam Carroll
18045
.75
By Harry Macdonough
C -6166 $2.00
(tenor)
16389
.75 AmpicoBy Samuel Gardner (violin)
By Andrei Kmita
17756
.75
51914F $1.50

Ask for
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.00

For Distance, Volume and Selectivity

Birnbach Radio Frequency Coil

00

For sale by

S. S.

America's Greatest Chain Stores:
W. T. GRANT CO.
There's a Store in Your City

KRESGE CO.

BIRNBACH RADIO CO.

New York City

370 Seventh Ave.

The Sensation
oftheoSeason
New anä imororea

presHmAN

Iicp1

Distributes
Stat ions
Fcuu Hit

A STRAIGHT -LINE FREQUENCY ACHIEVEMENT
RUGGED, compact, sublimely ef
Relent, with all the refinement.
of IS year. experience comes the

ply solid,
genuine mahogany cabinet as ever
graced any radio set.

Encased in as fine a heavy

5

latest Hmmrlund achievement the Bond
hat di.tr,bstes stations equally
your dial. and
solve. the problem r of critical tuning.
will
You
recognize many ditinc
-

tive 'HAMMARLUND feature. that
have won world renown.
Other
are new -the perfections of advanced
engineering and the natural progress
of the radio art.

Every part embodied is newly constructed
resulting in greater efficiency and finer
tone gwGry. The illustration shows our
new straight line ware kngth, low loss

At the Better Dealers.

y

c,4.rbon :rd

424 438 West 33d Street
v7i

Fado..,, Dealer, Only

-

FRESHMAN BUILDING
140-:48 Wisr 40TH Sr-NEW lUltl( .S'1
OrrKt
J77

LA

'ALL(

Write for Descriptive Folder

1.

-µ _te

1.

xT.

Nnmr,,rd +.,T.

.-

t

.i/'J.y{I

New York City

J'ImmarIund
PRODUCTS
o
PRECIS/ON

ehas.Freshmao.lnc
Stadac Stccc4,H
á4.2.0
Ca1cAGO

-

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING COMPANY

condenser and vernier device. permitting
the reception of stations over a wave
length from KU to 550 meters.
For Sek

Soldered, noncorrosive
b r
plates. with sturdy tieb.r that Inure permanent alignment; one small
piece of Isol.ntite insulation placed
outside of the slectro-.tatic field;
warple aluminum frame. grounded
to the rotor: adjustable ball bearings at both ends of rotor shaft;
bronze clock spring pigtail: ingle
hole mounting: a separate "hand
pacity shield for use if needed;
made in all standard capacities: a
quality product at
moderate price.
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Chopin's

born at Zelazowa -Wola, a village work a Rondo, and as his second
near Warsaw, Poland, on March a Fantasie with orchestra.
1, 1809.
His father, Nicholas
In his youth he appeared at
(('entinued From Pate 17)
Chopin, teacher in the Warsaw irregular intervals as a pianist
luminous phantoms of dead joys high school, was a native of in several German towns
and shadowy suggestions of the Nancy, France. His mother, Berlin, Danzig, Dresden, Leip'might have been,' against the Justine Kryzanowska Chopin, zig and Prague. In 1829, algray background of a sad pres- was a Pole. The boy was brought ready a composer with several
ent and an uncertain, promise - up in his father's private school works of eminent individuality
less future. It is a strange, del- among the sons of the Polish to his credit, and a remarkably
pianist, he set out for
icately complex mood, a mood of nobility. He took his first piano fine
London, by way of Vienna,
life's sunset hour, colored by the lessons from Adalbert Zywny, Munich and Paris. His receppathetic glories of the dying day, a Bohemian, who was a violinist, tion in Paris was so cordial that
and the depressing, yet tranquil- pianist and composer, and from he gave up his further plan of
lizing shadows of the coming whom he learned with such suc- going to London and made the
night
mood well -nigh im- cess that he played a concerto French capital his home for life.
possible to express, but perfectly in public before he was 9 years He died, of pulmonary consumpold.
embodied in the music."
tion, in Paris on October 17,
To say that this is among the
When he was 14 his father 1849.
most delightful of Chopin's sent him to Joseph Elsner, head
Chopin enriched the world
works means that it is one of of the Warsaw Conservatory, with some 200 original musical
the most delightful pieces in the for instruction in harmony and compositions, and in them gave
whole range of piano music. counterpoint. His first attempts the piano a place of its own as
For Chopin is the incomparable at composition were Polonaises, a solo instrument.
Anton
poet of the piano.
Mazurkas and Waltzes; but in Rubinstein declared:
Frederic Francois Chopin was 1825 he published as his first
"The piano bard, the piano

"Fantasie Impromptu"

-

-a

P

$1.10

APPROVED BY
UNDERWRITERS

-

-

this is important
when we designed the
Jewell Lightning Arrester
we made sure that it
would pass the Underwriters tests.
It is
mounted in a brown porcelain case and is approved for indoor and

outdoor installation.

JEWELL ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.
1650 Walnut St.

Chicago

It's What's Behind the Panel That Tells the Tale
ITS what's

MODEL
s-700

-

behind the panel that tells the tale. The B -T "Counterphase"
a beautiful cabinet -more than a neat arrangement of parts
it is a combination of the highest -grade apparatus found in any manufactured
receiver with an exclusive, patented B -T circuit that secures maximum
efficiency on both high and low wave lengths. Any expert will tell you the
value of this feature.
Three stages of radio frequency amplification give distant loud speaker
reception with an indoor aerial. Two tuning dials make operation easy
more are unnecessary-less would be unsafe.
A B-T "Counterphase-Six" insures distance, selectivity and quality
consistently, becau'e, behind the panel it's right.
is

more than

upr-dt.cter,
mpuf.r
a d
Th.

prr

wiring most easy.
Color- diagrams and instructions sold separately, 75 cents.
Ask any expert. He'll tell you where B -T products stand. The
"Counterphase- Six," in beautiful walnut cabinet. fully copper-lined and
shielded, with B battery compartment and multiple plug connectors, is
$165.00.
The latest, best circuits and the newest apparatus are discussed in
"Better- Tuning." The 8th edition, 80 pages. sent for IO cents. Circulars
free on either sets or parts.

THE
SUPER -TUBE

The Giant Tube With

the Small Appetite

The /super detector -the super ampllAerthe ideal oscillator Is this giant power
and Transmitting Tube.
A giant In
power- -yet consumes only '.¡ amperes.
To get the utmost out or your set and
complete satisfaction. use this super tube
In any one or all stages of your set. The
difference in price is well worth It.
On sale by authorised dealers everywhere.
8-166,
S -volt
16 /100 -amp. detector amp. $460. Standard type tubea- 12.SO.

-

-

SCHICCEJRLING PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1214 Jdeno. Bldg.
115 Clerts.t St.
Factory and General Office"
401 -407 Mulberry Street. Newark, N. J.

PhiLJelphi. Distributors

LOCKWOOD RADIO CORP.
637 Market Street

BREMER-TULLY MFG. CO
552 S. Canal St.

Chicago, Illinois

6

p

$5

-

Five- and six-tube "Counterphase" kits are also available. The B -T
system of color char': in nin wire- colors, furnished with each kit, makes

tab..

n
,1t. 4t
Standard Bam.

Whols.le Distib.tecs
Phil.Jelph, Trr,tery

Ir

SCHICKERLI NG
Ka*

RADIO TUBES

4,f>Wïis.l ll++np4alrlC6tb
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rhapsodist, the piano mind. the
piano soul is Chopin. Tragic,
romantic, lyric, heroic, dramatic, fantastic, soulful, sweet,
dreamy, brilliant, grand, simple
-all possible expressions are
Tatrrted Nov.

producing pianos as follows:

Duo -ArtBy Harold Bauer
6058 -4 $3.00
Welte- Mignon (Licensee)
By Raoul Pugno
C -547 $2.00

found in his compositions, and
all are sung by him upon his in-

$, 1924

piece of furniture
that restores order in the room
where you have your Radio!
No more cluttered table -tops,
nor litter of
equipment under -foot.

52486H

Many books have been written
about Chopin. One of the best
is "Chopin: the Man and His
Music." by James Huneker,
published by Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York, at $2.
The sheet music of the Fantasia- Impromptu is published by
Oliver Ditson Company, Boston,
at 75 cents: by G. Schirmer,
New York, at 60 cents, and in
many other editions.
The Fantasie Impromptu may
be obtained in music -roll re-

N o unsightly
horn in evidence, either!

graph records:
Brunswick

-

By Leopold Godowsky

80408

:t
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l '1
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Be a Radio
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which
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defeat. vibration.
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1jv

highest- developed type of unit.
With horn built of special non vibrating, extra -hard, ceramic
material. Produces clear non -

Get into the great

t

vibrant tone.
There's ample room for everything ; space for largest A and B
wet batteries
battery eliminator- required for any home
set ; and for a big charging

Learn Quickly and Easily
Radio Engineers
AT HOME Mastershow
you how to
qualify quickly and easily at home for
!Radio' tine Jobs.
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National Radio

Institute

Dept. 54 -OB. Washington. D
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way.

RICH REWARDS
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field
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o 1
how
we prepare
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d

strt.

Men

Spare time earnings
are easy in Radio.
Increase your income (most from the
An UN- starr through practical
Urraa. know leahrn w. give roo.
big fea- Tt,ls
the (amour vraclimited tleal training that pays

Moat entulnc book on

can
-.'

NATIONL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. 54.OB
Wabington, D. C.
Without obligating me In an) way. send mr
your free book "Rich Reward, in Radii'
and all information about your practical.
home-rtudy Radio course.
Name

C

Addreu

gaga.

........

Chicago, IU.
Town

04161NATORS

:tend

here and many others given
to student. for practice
work while learning. Receiving ante. from aim.
pleat kind to thousand

Get
This
Amazing Book

help

.'

guarantee to train you sotceufully.
drawback -common .chuuling all you

Instruments Given Famous Training
That "Pays"
With Course
for Itself"
All instruments shown

N. R. I. Graduate

bote

Not
no

Our tented. clear method. make It easy for you
.upon now for free proof.

Technical Editor of
Radio in the Home,

Radio

Ité

you're earn-

ing a penny less than $50 a week,
clip coupon now. Send for AMAZING FREE BOOK.
Be a Radio
down big
Expert and draw
money for the easiest and most
Positions
.iseinatinft work In the world.
everywhere. Thoroughly trained men are in
big demand.
Need for Radio Experts in
every community. Short hours. BIG PAY.
Free book glees all the fact.. Astonishing opportunities -- thousands of them!
Every day N. R. I. trained men are taking good places In the Radio field. Free
took tells all about their success.
Se
Send
for it now

outfit, too.

The price, forty dollars, is for the
complete console and includes
the loudspeaker horn and unit.
Thousands of dealers are showing this artistic addition to home
radio equipment.
Am, YI.w-Sat H.oA.J Up

If

Industry-Radio.

dio

Expert,

new Big -Pay

.

-or

in mahogany. or walnut color. Dainty design of par queterie on two front panels.
Top, 38 in. x 18 in. Substantially built, the product of a 40year old furniture maker.

a week

IN WORK THAT IS
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Finished

$1.50

411$50ato $250

Non -Vibrant
Ceramic Horn
clearest

$1.50

55141

loud speaker,
The

$2.00

Victor
By Alberto Salvi (harp)

console
has its o w n

out of sight,
but with very
apparent tonal
s u p eriorities.
For it has the

50008

-

Edison
By Andre Benoist

!

It's

$2.00

By Germaine Schnitzer
60743 $2.00
And in the following phono-

This

in- built.

are about 20,000,000
People engaged in the various
industries allied to agriculture,
such as those engaged in the
transporting, processing and
merchandising of food products.
We may truthfully say then that
approximately one -half of the
population of the United States
is interested in a business way
in the price of food products.
We may also say that the other
half are consumers of these food
products and ought to be interested in the prices whether they
are or not. All of which argues
that 100 per cent of the listening
audience ought to be interested
in the market report.
You must admit that this
argument is a good one. I even
convinced t h e Westinghouse
Company officials that they

By Adriano Ariani

Helpful Hints

A stunning

(Continued from Page IA)
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strument."

For EVERY
Radio Set
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The World's Most
"Unpopular" Announcer

Of RABO HOME -STUDY
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ought to listen to the market report. Naturally I am a great believer in the value of radio
market reports. I am convinced
of their business value to farmers and others. But I will make
an admission. Hundreds of the
letters which my listeners have
so kindly written me state that
they enjoy listening to the
market report, not so much for
the information, as for the contact with the station. It is easy
to visualize the lonely farm
home, perhaps isolated by distance and natural barriers, or
maybe isolated by storms, bad
roads or severe weather. Radio
means much to such a home and
then we must remember that we
all like to hear and talk about
the subjects in which we are
most interested. Markets to a
farmer are much like baseball
to a baseball fan. A perennial
subject to talk about.
It seems to me that radio is a
human thing; at any rate it
;

should be. It's a little hard to
sit down in front of the microphone and seemingly talk to
yourself. It was hard for me at
first, but soon my audience established contact with me, and
now we sit down together every
night and just have a chat, with
me doing all the talking. As one

December, 1925

Soprano singing comes In for a
good deal of criticism And we
must admit often deserves it.
To make this long story longer
(I'm getting paid for it) I will
conclude with the best story
I've heard on my market report.
A friend of mine occasionally
calls on an elderly Jewish lady
who is quite a radio fan. It developed in their conversation
one day that my friend knew
me. The Jewish lady at once
said, "Oh, I listen to him giving
the market report quite often.
But tell me, there is one thing
that puzzles me greatly. Mr.
Mullen always states that there
are so many thousand hogs at
Chicago, so many thousand at
Buffalo and so many thousand
at Pittsburgh. What do they do
with all those hogs!"
As I say every night from
our studio, the program of
Radio in the Home will be con-tinued on another page and I
am bidding you all good- night.

listener wrote me just this week:
"Dear Mr. Mullen:
"I have been thinking of writing to you for some time. I hear
you talk almost every day, and
sometimes I answer you, but you
won't talk to me. I take great
interest in the market report
and I do love music, but I don't
like to hear them ladies sing or
some of them. I think it hurts
them to sing. Come to the country and see us. We have, I was
going to say, lots of fruit and
chickens. I am sending you a
few plums. Try them
."
I quote that letter verbatim.
The above reference to the
ladies' singing is not unusual.
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rain.

'The Andrews

only existing method

important thing in Radio

known whereby you can

today.

procure amplification wit bout distortion and no distortion means simple

They all said "Tonal quality is the first requisite."

ment employed in the best
comm ercial receiven. Here la
46I
1112. a superior coil
used In such highgrade receivers
4
/He.
as the Deresna$3.00
dyne and Buckingham. It run be used in any
hook -up requiring a high type Inductance.
Has exceptionally high ratio of inductance to resistance with miniImmum distributed capacity.
Increases range.
proves tone.
volume and selectivity. Blue prints
of tested hook -ups employing this
coil are available.
Our Technical Dept will
answer inquiries.
1

a

quality

lding .,00p

Prise

Handsomely finished
in silver and mahogany to harmonise with the

fur-

home

$11.10

fine.

nishings.

The Daven Resistance Coupled :Amplifier shown below can be conveniently
added to any existing
set owned by the public.
Manufacturers and amateur set huilders should
also investigate Daven Resistance Coupled Amplification. Your set will not
be 1926 Model unless it is
Daven Resistance Coupled.

Daven engineers have long
recognized that the present day receiving net
needed to he greatly im-

standpoint. They worked

Duo-Spiral

duality.

For years Daven has pioneered quality. It is gratifying to see our vision
come true and our judgment substantiated.

proved from

all

Dest rs', uIra
In home -built nets
It U safer to use

.s

equip

-

states what was the most

Case

P&ddleiwh.
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"Fidelity of Tone Production Will Be Greatest Public Demand
this Fall " Radio Retailing, issue of August, 1925.
and perfected Resistance
Coupled Amplification.the

wal.ut

In

Thin new unit makes It possible to
use a light socket for "B" voltage.
without any troublesome hum (rota
alternating current.
Supplies the constant voltage necessary for perfect reception. No
No moving parts.
acid to non.
Requires no anent on. Semi -automatic in operation. The least exper.lve type of unit because of low
first cost, minimum current consumption and long life. In handsome trabgut rase. Prive 1.1$.

"Quality Is Season's Watchword"
Radio Retailing asked one
hundred dealers in ten

LI1-

1

graph /rot bawd Issue of R.11... Retenhog,
shasong ter Ina.( onpor,nnt selling poInt of
Radio front loll to d..tr.

Pats.

Iend.

Finn hrulated
Tortable.
Re.
handle and graduated dial.
duces /italic and other interference.
A special model for every circuit.
Mee these stns. lard watts at your dealers

Easily

unir

or

for complete Ioforniation.

Bailie Units Inc.
1314

Bra

Avenue

Mpwood, Illinois

Perkins Elsa. Ids., M.ntr.d, Toronto,
Winnipeg

DAVEN RESISTANCE: COUPLED AMPLIFICATION
To the

public-Daven Resistance Coupled Super Am.

plifirr in a genuine Bakelite bar with all resistor..
gad leaks and condensers inserted- or in kit form.
for thou who IiL. to build their own.
To radio deniers-Semi for our complete catalog and
the name of our
t established distributor.
To ver

manafortorers

-The facilities of our I nFinrrr.

lug Department are sours lo command.

Call upon

us at any time. We can offer you

conatrurlitr adt ire

.all

how to improve the audio end of your set.
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The Silver Mask Is Off!
Coatlsaed From Page

S)

tions and make them popular.
He appeared under his right
name. At that time the Goodrich Silvertown Cord Orchestra
was playing on the WEAF network, and the officials decided
that they ought to have a good
tenor soloist to give variety to
the programs. But they had a
lot of trouble hunting for the

right man.
One night in his home one of
the executives at WEAF happened to mention the problem to
his wife. She told him about a
tenor she had heard that afternoon from another station and
said that she had been unusually
impressed by the radio possibilities of the voice. A few evenings later they saw in the
newspaper programs this man
was scheduled to sing again. The
executive listened -in. The result was a meeting and a contract.
At first he was announced
simply as "the tenor of the
Goodrich Silvertown Cord Orchestra," without any name.
Then one evening Phillips Carlin, who does the announcing for
this occasion, told his audience
jokingly that everything about
the orchestra was silver.
They play on silver instruments," he said. "The drummer
has silver drumsticks and the
trombone player has silver fillings in his teeth."
Then he added, quite as an

Centialab
Modulator
for
Volume Control
improved type of
THIS
potentiometer takes the
rough spots out of volume
smooths out powerful
"locals", as well as difficult
"DX ". It provides noiseless
control of tone volume
without in any way affecting the tuning of your set.
Has a total resistance of

-

Soo.000 ohms, specially tapered to give smooth, even

control from a whisper to
full volume -or vice versa

-without

detuning.
You will never know how
much better results your
set is capable of, until you
have equipped it with this
audio amplification control.
It is easily installed and
can be used in audio circuits with any transformers or with the new Thor darson "Autoformers".
Endorsed by theThordarson
Electric Mfg. Co.. and used
as a standard unit in many
leading commercial sets.

Oot

..wdÌ

RADIO
BOOK

FEE

mask."
Nothing more was thoi.ght of
it until the letters began to arrive. They showed that, some-.
how, this afterthought had
struck the public fancy.
The Silver Masked Tenor became a national institution. The
title suddenly leaped into a commerical value that cannot now
be even estimated. It is so valuable that I am not allowed, in
this article, to call him anything
but the Silver Mask.

ti
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Correction
a
typographical
in the heading of the advertisement of the Schickerling
Products Corporation, which appeared in the November issue of
this magazine, a false impression of the ampere consumption
of the Model S -700 superdetector, amplifier and power tube
being placed on the market by
this firm was given. The ampere
consumption was printed as 11/4,
which, those familiar with tubes
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ACME WIRE RADIO PRODUCTS I
Stranded Enameled Antenna

. _l

would know, was obviously incorrect in this day of low current tubes. The part of the
heading referred to should have
read : 5 volt, 1/4 amp. Standard
Base, as explained in the body
of the advertisement.

The best outdoor antenna you can put up.
atrande of enameled copper wire maximum
surface for reception.
Enameling preventn
corrosion and consequent weak signals. 100,
ISO or 200 foot coils, boxed.

ACME

7

so

;

Loop Antenna Wire
You can make a good loop with Acme wire made
of 65 ',errands of fine copper wire, green silk covered.
Flexible ; non -stretching ; neat.

Celatsite Battery Cable

ACME

For connecting A and B Batteries (or current
supply) to radio set. Silk braid covering 6 flexible
Celatsite wires -5 feet long -a different color fo r each
terminal. Prevents messy wiring and
"blown" tubes. Adds greatly to the appearance of your set.

error
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afterthought:
"And the tenor wears a silver

CENTRAL RADIO LARURArORIha
oak, Wu
18 Scale Avenue
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Send for this

The Original Celatsite Wire
('elatilte Is a tinned copper hum bar wire with a non.
inflarnrnable "npaghettl" Insulation In five ao:ors. Supplied
in 30 -inch lengths.

Flexible Varnished "Spaghetti"
tube for all danger pointa in set
Coste little more and la worth a lot more than the
cheaper substitutes offered. Black. yellow. red. green, brown
for wire. Nos. 1D to 18 10 -Inch lengths.
A perfect insulation

wiring.

;

;

Flexible Celatsite
Flexible stranded wire for '-point -to- point" and
wiring- latest method of wiring sets. 6
colors: black, yellow, green, red and brown, one for
each circuit. n -root rolls.
Send fer !elder
sub -panel

THE ACME WIRE CO.
Dept.

R

New

Harn,

Casa.

ACME
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Y'hit rear view shows
assembly of the
parts

By E. M.

the

Clarke

SUPER. wi" SUPER'TONTE"
IN MARCH,

1924, Radio in the Home published the description of a real superheterodyne. Just at that time I was tiring of the quality that most sets produced
and was searching for one that I could
listen to all evening with pleasure. Radio
then was in such a state of development
that if anything at all cattle through a receiver. it was pronounced a success, no
regard being paid to the listener's ears.
You old readers will remember H. M.
N.'s reply when I called him one day and
informed him that I was about to build a
super. "God help you," was what he said,
for at that time a man had to be a master
of every trade from sheet metal worker to
electrical engineer. Then he told me of a
new super that he was about to describe,
and advised me to try it. I built one and
found it not at all hard to do, as most of
the complications had been removed. It
was not necessary to shield any part of it,
as had been the case up to then, and the
set was a remarkable success. It did more
than anything I had ever had before. and
its tone quality was wonderful.
But like everything else it had its day.
Other ideas came along and we all built
other circuits, but no matter what tried,
nothing gave me the complete satisfaction that my super did. It was somewhat
crude and had its shortcomings, but after

years ago, few radio fans
much about the quality of the
reproduction which radio brought them.
All they demanded was distance. In
those days the superheterodyne was the
unrivaled distance- getter. But, almost
without exception, the supers brought in
distortion ao bad as to be almost intolerable to a musical ear.
Then I happened to find the M. & H.
superheterodyne with intermediate trans-

THREE
cared

formers that did not distort and, in the
issue of this magazine for Mareh, 1924,
I printed a complete construction article
written by Joseph Morgan, designer of
the transformers and the original circuit.
In the same issue 1 printed an article
by E. M. Clarke, telling a)' his experiences in building the set. He was the
first man to whom we showed the original hook -up before publication.
Mr. Clarke has stuck to these same
transformers ever since, though he has
considerably altered and improved the

assembly of the original set in the light
of wider knowledge and advanced superheterodyne practice.
I can personally highly recommend the
set as now described by Mr. Clarke. He
left it in my home for u month while he
was away on his vacation last summer,
and I liked it so much that I had him
build one for me, and I have since found
it most satisfactory, not only for distance, but particularly for its quality of
tone.

1' '

HENRY M. NEELY.

/

lo.

The srherrtatir diagram of ehr "Super- Tonr "' Super

trying this and that I became convinced
that the super was the right idea and that
mine had more possibilities than all the
rest put together.
With this in mind I started to experiment with it. I studied other supers and
during the past year have had as many as
twelve and as few as six tubes in it. Every
new idea was given a fair tryout, and I
reached the definite conclusion that you
cannot obtain the results with fewer than
eight tubes, and it is useless to have more.
That is the way this will be described.
Suppose we christen it the SUPER -TONE
OCTETTE, for we are using the SUPER TONE essential parts.
It will cost you about $200.
The parts are especially important.
Don't use anything but the best you can
buy. Since building a set described in this
magazine using a Jones cable connector, I
would not think of building a receiver
withoLt having one of them in it.
Now, let's assume that you have all the
necessary parts before you. Before attempting any construction work, examine every
screw and nut on the parts, and see that
it is tight.
Now that you are certain that all instruments are perfect, lay out and drill your
panel. The diagram shown herewith is for
use with the parts which I chose. If you
are using any different parts, the holes for
pc l.cK
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the mounting screws. Once
drilled, mount it on the baseboard, for you can mount everything better with it in this position. Beginning at the left, the
first condenser tunes the loop.
and the second tunes the oscillator. The small knob between
them is the double throw jack switch, about which more will be
said later. Then come five
knobs, the first of which is the
30-ohm rheostat controlling
the filament of the oscillator
tube. The second, the 10-ohm
rheostat, controls the bank of
three intermediate frequency
tubes. The next is the potentiometer controlling the po-

Insuena
Avoid
Mistakes
Equip your battery
leads with these new
CROWE everlasting

markers. Bold markings permanently etch-

them longer than necessary. Too
much wire will materially detract from the results in the
loud -speaker. Never run two
wires that carry the same circuit in the same direction, when
by tapping into one you can
make it do the work of two.
The position of the parts shown
in the baseboard layout make
the shortest leads possible.
Bear in mind that the grid
leads are the critical ones. They
must be short, and travel in the
most direct line between points.
Keep them clear of all other
wires. I lay great stress on
this, for it means the success or
failure of the set. If you bury

25
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Corrects
salt -air troubles
RADIO sets located anywhere near
the sea are particularly subject to condenser trouble. Salt air creeps in and
causes corrosion. Then comes distortion..-if your set will work at all. Dont
assume that your condensers are right!
Put in Sangamo Mica Condensers
solidly molded in bakelitc -and no
service can ever change their accuracy.

-

Sangamo
Mica Condensers
Condenser

ed in black on

metal.

Every Sangamo Mica

is

'separately tested at the factory. It it
does not come within very fine limits,

25c

it is rejected. You can solder it, boil
it, freeze it. or subject it to heavy elec

trical surges -hut the capacity stays
exactly the same. The hakelite jacket

A Pocket of

Nine

impervious. and nothing gets
through to the delicate parts inside.
is

All wide -awake dealers carry San gamo Mica Condensers or know where
to get them for you quickly. Put them
in when you build your set and you will
never have fixed condenser trouble.

Bray sumelmod
ardhaery
pliers

The baseboard layout of the "Super- Tonr' Super -Heterodyne

At your
dealers in this
display box.
DEALERS
write for Int ro dac t or

tential placed on the grids of
the three intermediate frequency tubes, acting mainly as

-

ALM) AVAILAItLL

your grid wires under a lot of
other wires, I'll say right now,
you won't have success.

SANGAMO

liY-pass C'tsnJenscr.
I MW.-J1.25

MtJ.- .9s
It is a good plan to use yellow covered wire for plate and
grid leads; green for negative
A battery wires; red for positive
A; and brown for positive B.
The filament switch This makes it easy to trace out
tubes.
completes the line. Below at the the different circuits.
right are the three jacks for the
Tube No. 1 is the oscillator;
detector and two audio stages. No. 2 and No. 6 are the detecNow, study the baseboard tors; Nos. 3, 4 and 5 are the in- Sangamo Electric Company
Springfield. Illinois
layout and remember this ar- termediate frequency ampli- ...
50 Chuck Street. New York
rangement is the result of many fiers, and Nos. 7 and 8 are the RADIO DIVISION.
SALES lMFll'LS--iItlFk'IPAL (iT7F.
months' experiment, and the set audio stages.
F..C.naJt-Sae.esen.. Lla.nA (o ol( anaJ.. Ltd .T...ne..
- M...d S...n..., C.. R...lo LnJ. N.II4.r., Eas
Following is a system I have Fw Lnwr
will work better in this form
kw For LAW- A J..J. rotwn..s Co .(A.kf. 1t0.n
than any other. Adhere to this found to work out admirably in
general scheme and you will not wiring the set:
go wrong. Secure everything in
Start at the loop binding
A 100%
its proper position and you are posts, and with yellow wire
TOROIDAL COIL
then ready for wiring.
make all connections from them
SMALL SIZE
The wiring of this set is really to the variable condensers, the
very simple -simpler than the oscillator ,.oils, the tube and the
LOW LOSS
wiring of a four -tube reflex. first detector tube No. 2. ConIse IIELloTuas and
obtain transcontinental
Follow the wiring diagram to tinue through the intermediate
range. knife -like selectlysty.
true tone quality.
the letter and check each wire stages, straight back through
HELIOTOR
freMnm from static or
Each
as you place it in position. the second detector and audio
local Interference.
The HELIOTOR la an mhieg technical
Eighteen pieces of Celatsite wire stages wiring the plate and
Advance In toroidal cull design.
IT IS THE IDEAL TOROIDAL TUNED
are sufficient, and if you find transformer connections to the RADIO
FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.
that you are using more than jacks. Now, take up the 45
The smooth. uniformly 1:r- spared. cirturns Are firmly held In position by
this, it shows that you are dupli- and 90 volt B battery leads, put- cular
the unique HELIOTOR central interlacing
of winding
This results in low
cating some leads or making ting them all in with brown wire, method
Interlurn capacity and email coil diameter.
Ya

volume control. The next
knob is the 20-ohm rheostat
controlling both detectors, and
the last also a 20-ohm rheostat
controls the two audio frequency
a

offer, wising
jobber.
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Roth the Inside primary and the outIde
secondary cone are In the shape of completely closed rings. HELIO'rOR lead. and
termina are outside of concentrate magnetic field.
Replace your old radio frequency transformer. with HEL10'FOit13.
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Three rises to tune with any .00025.
.00036 or .0005 condensers.
We have prepared an Interesting folder

"Setter Amplification." showing hookup. using Hellotora. May we send you
on
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GEO. A. FREEBURG CO.
toe L.o.eil st. Elgle. III.
The panel layout of the "Super -Toot"
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I WILL

BUY FOR YOU!
SERVICE FOR
SHOPPING
READERS OF RADIO IN THE HOME
FREE

will buy any apparatus
I
mentioned in this magazine
and send it to you at its
regular price. plus only Parcel
Post and insurance. Buy your
parts in the great radio
markets of Philadelphia and
New York.

Are You Acquainted With This Service?
It Is conducted In cooperatlon with RADII) IN THE HOME and wale
Instituted w that Its re.der can readily obtain part identical with
rho used in the sets described. I sell only those parts I have TI.STLU
nd KNOW to be good. I halve done the EXPERIMENT/NC.
YOU BUY A CERTAINTY

Eenry instrument bear. nay on.oadiN.nal

sweat..

Super-Tone

SUPER -HETERODYNE
PARTS*

50 K. C. HETEROFORMERS
A most efficient intermediate frequency transformer. scientifically designed for amplification at
50 K. C., the frequency at which radio amplification can be accomplished with greatest efficiency.

Super -Tone

$7.00

R. F. FILTER

kick

and CHOKE UNIT

This well -made instrument is responsible for
the exceptional selectivity and tone which this
ruper possesses. Designed to function also at
50 K. C. this unit put. the whole circuit in
"tune," and delivers a strong. clear, undistorted signal to the detector
for amplification_

$8.00

Super -Tone
SUPER -COUPLER

Each

a REAL LOW -LOSS oscillator coil. Self-supporting coils wi h little dielectric material. This coil
is responsible for the mighty power of this Super,
as it handles the w -nk signals picked up by the loop
with very little 1..

This is

CHECK UP WHAT YOU NEED
from the following list and send your order to me.
It will I?e on its way within 24 hours.
x.e. Intermediate Trees
441.00
formero
Ilea}mia Mtndard Tnhe Mmkrt 1.00

3 80

R. F. Filter and
Choke Unit
2.1a100 Hamtrwrlond Vernier ConI MGPER-TONE

ti-own,

I
2
I

MI

PER-TONE

Jones IM.ubT+
-tones Ringle

Jark
Yaalry No.

1

I

OaIllatnr ('oil
Cinult largo
Filament

10

Coatrol

Fllameot Switch

$:1144"a24s/"ae..oned

Anent

Bas

7"c2a" we.tlnehenee )1ICARTA
)I.M.raar Panel /Drilled)
Genes.' Radio Rlle.r Dlalo and

2

1

.00

.10
.76

1

2

.,.

2
I
1

tlolmf.er
t

.

.

Rallo 20-Ohn, Rhru.tnls

1

t
21)
1

2

2.00

4.60

2

100
1
1

1

2
1

mfd.

By-r...

('on

44.30

Itublller .00025 Orkl Condenwc.
.46
00b111er .003 Flied ('ondeovr.
.60
Itohlll.r .I0i2 /lied COrolmmer
.40
pnhiller .00121 Flied Condenser
.36
I%q-Volt /' Batteries. Eveready
or Ilur2rs.
1.20
loom ('able ronnertor
4.60
rivets relat.lt wire. 4 Colon 2.44
Yeller No. all Jckewltr-h. M.
P. D. T
90
Eh, Bindles Poets for laop
.30
sir 2 Phone tip lark. sad tips
.45
.ub.Eaxoóua+
.

2

0.00

3.00
Indlratora
1.M
)I.a D.cen i:rldle:ke.....
.26
larea Grldlrak Haider
Korn. Harmonic Audio Teens14.00
foresee.
: nrral Redla 30-Ohm
Rheoott 1.22
tiener.l It.dln 10-tihtn Rhro.tat 1.26
General MOW 400-0l1m Rdee-

I

1
1

11.00
1.00
1.40

2

Rubin, .plats Fixed Condroa-r

I
1

-

2

I

Dahillrr
denwn

2

8.00

Vacuum Tube..
Laser It Batteries
Amp. (lour Ealde Storage

tery

PM

Bat-

Mpinl Loop F. C. 24
Rendra Nve Trpe (lewdest
Mllkrsculre Speaker
Duo

tir

any other make.

w'..ton l'huoc Muss
Llano made )lab.wny
fur cri

Cabinet

0.50

le

t^

1.60

1.M

81.00
1.20
16.03

Above ports are identical with those used in sat described in
this issue.
of Blue Print. showing layout and wiring diagram, SI. On.
'Complete

.t

E. M.

CLARKE

1523 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

December, 1925

and make the connections to the
Jones cable and jacks. Then
with red wire make all A positive
connections. Then with green
make all your A negative connections from the cable to the
rheostats and on to the tubes.
You are now almost finished,
as all that remains is the placing of the C batteries, the bypass condensers and the small
fixed condensers between the
plates of tubes Nos. 6 and 7 and
the A negative. Run all your
wires down to the baseboard
and along it to their destination. This improves the appearance of the set as well as making it easier to get at all the
wires than is the case when they

are

strung through the air

above the baseboard. Do not
be afraid of "bunching" the
wires (except grid leads), especially in the audio stages where
it is a decided benefit to the set.
The parallel wires, close together
become in effect a by-pass condenser which prevents the audio
tubes from oscillating and results in exceptionally quiet amplification.
Now, connect your batteries.
The cable ends are plainly
marked and you cannot go
wrong. Connect A positive and
B negative together at the batteries, and use the red marked
wire to lead to the set. Use the
green for A negative, the blue
for 45 volts B positive, and the
pink for 90 volts B positive.
Connect your loop, plug in the
cable and try one tube in one
socket after the other, seeing
that the tube lights ana does not
blow out. This done place all
tubes in their sockets and plug
in the loud -speaker. If you use
a twelve -turn Duo spiral loop
with one turn removed you will
find that the two dials will track
along at about the same readings. Turn all rheostats about
two-thirds full "on," and the
potentiometer about one -quarter. Start with both dials at
100 and slowly turn them downward. At 70 on the dial, 500
meters will be heard 390 meters
at 40, and 300 meters at 23.
This will give you an idea where
to look for the others.
When you first hear a station,
tune it with the condenser
verniers to its maximum volume
and clarity. then bring it to the
desired volume with the potentiometer. Turning this to the
right makes it louder, and to the
left softer. This is all there is
to tuning it. With practice you
will find the precise point at
which to leave the oscillator rheostat, and when that is found,
leave it in this position, for you
will find that a change in this
setting will make a slight change
in the setting of the oscillator
condenser dial. You will also
find that there is a certain relationship between the setting
of the 10-ohm rheostat knob
and the potentiometer.
I have found that best results

Radian
Panels
in
black and .N.hgnit. corne Cut in

'i.e.

standard
au

.et.

for

Be sure of

lowest losses

RADION PANELS
effective

in

are most

reducing

surface

leakage and leakage noises
because they are moulded from th
insulating material mode to orde
for radio purposes exclusively.
Tests after tests have proved
that Radion insures lowest losses
and highest efficiency.
Radion
Sockets,
Dials,
Insulators and
Tubing have the same high- resistant characteristics as Radion Panels.
They embody the latest developments in radio.
AA your
dealer to show
you the complete

line of Radion
low -loss parts.
Send 10 mints for
booklet. .Budding
Your Own

AMERICAN

Radii

No
t
Rocket for sow

adaptor for old
typo tubes. No. 4
as

HARD

New York City
Chic... Office:
Conway Building
Pacific Coast A1ntr

TX
tuba, with collar
name

s.r'

RUBBER COMPANY
Dept. 512
II Mercer Street

No.

1.

Goody... Rabb.,

without collars, for
ass Ux tube. ex.

Co.

San Francisco

Portland

RADION
lltc Juprrmc insulation
Made to order /or radio purpose.
exclusively
AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO.
DEPT. 512, I I MERCER ST.
NEW YORK CITY
Please send nie your booklet tor
which I Inclose 10 cents In stamps.
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are obtained when the filaments
are burning at the lowest possible voltage. Bear this in mind
when the quality is not just
right, for, by the proper adjustment of these controls, absolutely perfect reproduction can
be obtained.

What results can you expect?
Well, here is my story: I live
several miles from the center of
Philadelphia in a fair radio locality. In good weather my reliable range takes in Dallas,
Denver, Eastern Canadian stations and down to Havana. I
call this my "reliable range" because almost any evening I can
get stations within these limits
with sufficient volume on the
loud-speaker that I can cut
down below the "noise level,"
and reproduce the broadcasts
with fidelity and clearness that
makes listening a pleasure.
I get no thrill whatever from
hearing the same jazz that I can
hear in Philadelphia just because it comes from a station
3000 miles away. I have tuned
thirty -six stations clear and distinct in one trip from 100 to 0
on my dials, and several times I
have had California stations on
the speaker. It seemingly is no
hardship for this set to get them
when they are on the air, but
the thing I have striven for
above all else is an ability to
choose my program from among
twenty or thirty stations, and

Cadiz.0.

that

am sorry
when they sign off. I put quality foremost, with selectivity
next and volume and distance
in such a way

I

you will find that KDKA will
now be found at about 75,
giving you seventy-five degrees
to tune all stations below 309
meters instead of only twenty five degrees, resulting in a very
much greater separation of

ith

-wherever you buy.

"Fishing" for distant stations becomes a
matter of finding programs you want to
hear -not straining to catch only the bare
announcement, and compiling a list of call

coupon.

letters.

There's power and to spare in Kara. Harmonika.
Power that brings the biggest volume without
distortion. You hear big. full, round. sonorous
tones because you get the complete musical tone.
All the vital harmonics and rich overtones are
there in all their naturalness. Low notes. middle notes and high notes all are amplified to
the sl.me degree
rare achievement for audio
frequency trantrformera.

-a

-

the kind of recent on you want
whether distant or local. You mast haste Karam
Harmoniks in your set- It'a the only way you
n get It over the radio.
Don't wait to build
as new amt. v Take the old transformers out of
your oreeent net and install
pair of Kara.
Harmonik Th. .,,on.r you do, the owner
You will enjoy th. highest quality of radio
recent ion.
404' N. Rockwall n.
Chicago
For orrr, 30 years makers of Pr,Ee1810.V Electrical
is

If your dealer is out,
order direct on this
money.

Send

postman.
Kara. Electric

Co.

4044 N. Rockwell St., Chicago. III.
me
pain of Kan.
Harmonik udio- rrequene7 Trite:forwent. I will pay toe poetmn 07
apiece, p1u postage, o. dellsery. It
1. umlentood that
.m prlciJraw)
to return the transformer. any time
within 30 days if they do not prove
entirely .atlarnetary to me and my
money will be refunded at nnrr.

Pte... .end

1

.Nani.

Addrraa

Karas Electric Co.,
A

pparafu

If

you send .,.ab with order we'll
send Transformer, postpaid.

a

VICTOREEN

Superheterodyne
4
I

-No. I70 R. F. TRANSFORMERS at $7.00 each and
-No. 150 Oscillator Coil at
$5.50.

Constitute The Heart of The Circuit
No oscillations. howl. or squeals -no
matching of tube..
Complete part. to build the "Vic toreen" can be purchased of your
dealers for between $50.00 and $75.00
-depending on quality of material
.elected.
Auk your dealer for free "Victoreen"
folder which contains hook -up and
complete information, or write u.
direct.

THE GEORGE W. WALKER CO.
Ylctoraee No. 170 R. F. Trans.
former
Nast and Compact. 3"
In diameter. 1" thick.

6550 Carnegie Ave.
SO

Chile

Cleveland, Ohio

Branch Sole. OBGce Are Located at

h

St.. Kew York City

Brmond St., PbUadelpbi., Pa.
11107 Wall St., Dallas. Texas
910 Terminl Salmi Bldg.. Seattle, Wash.
719

300 Sugar

Bldg..

D
331

331

Annnn
Buggr.,

no

Just pay the

.

On a Loop
s.

the volume desired without crowding your
receiver to the distorting point. You can
sit. back in your easy chair and listen with
keetiest pleasure.

If thin

Coast to Coast
easy

with Big Volume
and KecnMusicñ1Qu1ity

Install a pail of KARAS Harmonik
Transformers in your radio set

Verified Reception
from Paris by Cadiz,
Ohio, Radio Fan

is

Loni Distance

last.
This quality is due in no
small degree to the construction
of the intermediate transformers, and the whole set has been
built around these instruments.
These are the only parts of the
set as it stands today that have
not been changed from the original as described in March,
1924. I tried to better them,
but found that they were practically perfect in their existing
form. In all my experiments, I
have invariably returned to
these transformers.
The use of the two-way switch
is for separating the low -wavelength stations. With the switch
thrown to the right you are
using the full inductance of the
grid coil, and you will find that
when you get down to about
KARAS Harmonik Transformers deliver
twenty -five for KDKA, there will
perfect music with loads of volume
sometimes be several stations in
from stations one to two thousand
each degree of the dial.
miles away. Distant reception worth listenBy throwing the switch to the ing to!
left you split the inductance of With Karas Harmonika in your set, you can
this grid coil and leaving the truly enjoy radio broadcast music from
loop dial in the same position near or from 'far. You can get it in all

Paris

\\ //
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St., San Francisco.

Calif.

Automatic Power Unit
Controls Both "A" and "B" Power Circuits
The Stored Automatic Power Unit
simplifies your power problem. Put one
on your set. connect It with the house
lighting circuit and forget about both
"A" and "B" circuits. Your set switch
I. all you operate.
The Stored contain. an "A" Power.
Unit which assures ample current at

batteries. they are kept fully charged
at all times. If you prefer a "B"
Eliminator. the Stored Power Unit
oontrois its operation without individual attention. Dry 'B" batteries
can also be used with the Stored
Power Unit control If desired.
The Stored Automatic Power Unit is
the most complete power unit on the
all times automatically.
market today.
The Storad controls the "W' circuit
Use . Stornd. It think. for you.
automatically. If you use Storage 'B"
Writ. lee complete information and prices.
THE CLEVELAND ENGINEERING LABORATORIES CO.
2146 Superior Viaduct. N. W..

DID YOU MISS THIS?
The November Issue of RADIO IN THE HONE contained complete inetrurtions, photographs and diagrams for building the Victoreen Superheterodyne.
as it was constructed at Station 3XP, the experimental station of this magazine.
Every "fan" should try it.
Super Het that "Super"
Fiere ta
Send 10 ants for copy (Stamp, will dol.

301 S. Derbore St.. Chicago, IL.
43
Bldg. Columbus, Ohio
443 3. Sao Pedro St.. Lo.

Boa 311. Boise, Idaho
Celo.
St. Crab/setae Bt.. W.. YentraaL 4u.. Can.

Cleveland, Ohio

RADIO IN THE HOME

agele.. Calif.

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT

.

Public

Ledger Building

Philadelphi.,

P

Dec,.
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You Can Make $100

these low -wave -length stations,
than any straight -line frequency
condenser could give you. There
will be no trouble whatever
from dead -end losses in the unused half of this coil.
In conclusion : Stick to the
diagrams and pictures shown
herewith. Don't try to improve
it before you see whether you
can make it work my way. I'd

Enacting laboratory test. Sow that m fns new
Remark audio give greatly superior tone a re
bly uniform and e amplification al all tone
at frequencies from 32 to 10,000 cycle.

Send Coupon

6111

Weekly Selling Radio

like to have a lot of you do that
later on, but build it this way
first, for I know that in its present form it is a mighty fine reDemonstrate once - results
ceiver.
mean sure sales! Sell what
every boas wants -radio st low
Don't try to finish it the first
pric. Croat to oast rKere'oil
tube Instrumenta.
1 acid
evening you have the parts, but
12 Be1OtgFREE!
take your time and use great
Laset
Es..b.nh a business of your own.
care in building it, mixing in
Start in spare hme- evening
Sain coure m U lessons and lo
with this care a lot of gray
radin «lice lesaons teach you
M. yen. everything.
matter as well. Quality and a
volume depends a lot on the 3100 Men Are Now Doing It!
with (srr 3.1.0 men proves merit (1 our
tubes you use, so select them Success
propose ion 21'0 weekly not unusual -many OrarAa
spare Binge
carefully. This set can be built men make m re inWrite
me personally -tell me
for use with 199 tubes, without Free Book I shout yourself.
Ill see that my
S

I,.
ÌÌt%Ì1n ÌtiinlÑnatiié«lauatt/aiÌaelalÌaatl

tMIIMffie

steel shell pro
Fi..
rides magnetic shirk/ins.
i.hod en block crystaltsne lacquer
and attractive in appearance.
true piece drawn

MO MOWN,

Nute he smooth, even progression et the Concert Grand curve, revealing supreme uni ormler
mpllnrsllon. from low..' notes to
highe t In the musters! scab.

ANEW

The Concert Grand saves
you money, too. Reslntance

audio frequency

depends solely
coupling
upon the tubes for amplification. Consequently they
must be operated at maximum for emcie.'cy, requirmore
"A" battery
ing
current and higher plate
voltage -135 to 150 volt..
Filaments wear out more
rapidly as result and battery life Is more than cut
In half. The higher initial
cost of Concert Grand ant.

transformer has been

perfected. the F.rla Concert
Grand It is built on a new
principle and gives reruns
far superior to any other
system of aniplifeatlon.

Arnasine Improvement

trill nary designs permit
too much leakage to amplify properly at low fre quencles. So we use the
"quadriform type." heretofore unknown in radio
work. In thin design magI

Note the quadruple

core

coil,
forming an almost perfect path for the flux
within the coil. The core
is n special grade of laminated aillcen steel that
provides highest permeability and lowest hyetereaM loss, with consequent
maximum conductivity in
the magnetic circuit of

surrounding

the

pliiicatlon

therefore

is

saved many times over not

only

in

improved perfor-

changing

anything

but

the

t
,

I

pea. book. Ozarks plan No. 100 is sent you wit h
it Lust. Pirase mention the name of your county.

sockets, but don't expect the Mad the coupon?
same volume from them that is IOIAAlt%
if/irCOROoRATt,
_Chose, 141211
I: rAWi Anew S,
obtained with 201A type.
1(--S
If you have been operating a f f ntktnen:
set with three or more controls ltarka
I oat greatly Intr., ,i..:... Iid EKES NN/K "tke
í4.n" M +rey can ,..I yams radar matrunwt t..
you will appreciate this one with
but two. You no longer have use Ad Inns
City
for that "third arm" that you
vate
have so often wished for.
w

Concert Grand Audio. Also latest developments un audio frequency mpllHctlon
Name
Address

.......

late

County

w-- wwwwwwwww...--- w -w -a1
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that satisfaction the more firmly
will it hold this edifice together
and make for its permanence.
It is a most fortunate thing
that, scattered all over the country, within easy reaching distance of every average set, there
are stations which are most admirably realizing all this and
which are sparing no expense
and no effort to make their programs measure up to the high
standards which this condition
imposes.
But the tragedy is
that there are so many of the

opposite kind whose existence
either compels the better statior
to divide time on the wave
length or whose operation is so
inefficient that a constant heter
dyne whistle ruins the highgrade program which we want
to hear. One night, not long
ago, I remember turning my
dials to one after another of my
favorite stations and in not one
single instance could I get reception without a heterodyne
that spoiled everything.
Some of the best of our broad-

-he ?kw

_
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U
Variable Leaks
Make Good Tubes
Better

Standard Type 75c
.

Snap in place
of prearut Axed leak.. Adjustable in
line with tube milker; In.trnrtione.
goy any sel.

-°

1SISEr=-.

Note

Short I.:ol
tu arid

t'a trot
planter

New Panel Mount $1
Accurate (Mint rol of 11..ferfor
or audio at your Anger tips brlugol
fretter results.

There... DURHAM fer Every Ned
Ne. 100-1000 to 100.000 ohms 'audio)
No. 101 -0. I to 6 mgehm (for IIY
200 and

No. 201A

IH

-2
or

W13-11

to

10

tube.,

megohms (for

201A tube.)

VV

-...DURHAM Fs CO..Inc

10?Ó market St.. PhiLtdelphiA

I

mance but also in lowered
upkeep cost.

netic leakage Is practically
eliminated by providing
Booklet sent FREE
twice as many paths for
the magnetic Held and by a
Get the Audio Grand at
better distribution of the
your dealer's today. See
core metal around the copwhat
a tremendous differPrice,
the transformer.
per wire coils. Each of the
West of Rocky
ence it will make in your
$1o.00.
four core units are comset. If you wish to return
Mts., 81010.
circuits
the coupon we will send
magnetic
plete
you a new booklet giving
within themselves without
the latent information on audio fre
breaks or joints to the main central
quency amplification.
core. and it will also be noticed that
far
the central core section has
Electrical R.s.reb 1 aberaterie
greater area than conventional core
Chicago, U. S. A.
types. Thr large area thus obtained
reduce. the effect of the direct "B"
battery current on the pulsating voice
ELECTRICAL RESEARCH
currents and eliminates a cause of disLABORATORIES,
tortion common to transformers using
Vine l'ottge Grove Ave., Dept. 20.C,
Chicago.
smaller n,re sections.
.Send nie Information bout the Erla

tIty
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Every Tube
Full of Life!
wonderful diCrreo.r Ayli'KR
ITE mallow' Every rube Is so brimful
to deliver 1110%
of snap. ails
salue. Individual IoM regulation to
meet each lobo'. Individual need.
for user .tnd only .tMl'KRITK
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ran Ali that r.imlrem-nt.
the is. of any type or combination
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are receiver manufacturers
turning to reflexing 2

Because of the high amplification and the
The successful application of the reflex
principle to one tube in many of the leading resulting volume of the Inverse- Duplex System,
receivers is a confirmation in itself of the sound- the tendency to operate the rheostat low actually
ness of my Inverse -Duplex System.
prolongs the life of the tubes. This means a
minimum tube strain, deI am taking the next
spite the fact that we get
logical step in radio and
results equal to double the
reflexing the greatest posnumber of tubes.
sible number of tubes in
sets built under rigid inType 3X -P Receiver,
spection.
my o ffi c i a l laboratory
model, was built and is
With the exception of
sponsored by David Grimes,
Inverse - Duplex licensees,
Inc. I recommend it highly.
many other set manufacturers would gladly do the
Inquiries are welcome
same thing, if they could.
Chart Showing Circuit of Type 3-XP
in regard to my system,
Fundamentally, by inand I shall endeavor to
versing the reflex system, I produce a perfectly answer as many as possible in the columns of
Radio in the Home.
balanced circuit-even demands on the tubes.
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From February,
1924, to Jan.,
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PRICE FOR COMPLETE SET OF TWELVE ISSUES, POSTPAID
INDEX TO THE BEST IN RADIO CIRCUITS, RECEIVERS AND APPARATUS
Pas. No.
FEBRUARY. 1924
9
Circuit Tuning With Cond
14
Grimes Designs New Coil for His System
Lote of Volume With This Three -Circuit Coll (K.Icon) 18
24
Simplified Reflex for Real Quality
28
How to Figure Your Aerials
30
Two nd Three Step Amplifiers
The "Levin Singletrol" Circuit
Have You Heard the Short Wave Lengths?
Try This Turn of Wire Around Your Coils
MARCH. 1924

31

38
41

Super- Heterodyne IM. & H. Circuit)
Push -Pull Amplifiers
Listen -in on the Short

7

12
15
17

Waves

Multiive Tuned-Plate Reflex

24
The Grimes Circuit for Dry Cell Tubes
Goodreau Answers Questions About Hit; Famous Circuit 28

APRIL,

1924

Grimes Design a Portable Inverse Duple*
Corona Case
Three Tubes In
The Langb.in nd Kaufman Circuit
Goodr.u'a Spiderweb Portable Set
Dnger? Not Bit'
Lightning
Don't Shield -Wire Up Correctly
That Inl.rlersnce
You Can Supp
How to Charge .Your Storage B'
Answers to Question. on the Super- Ht.rodyss
Mnre. About the "Levin Singletrol'

a
10
14
17
19

20

24

34
38
41

MAY, 1994
The Story of Reflex and Radio Frequency
The Aircore Super Heterodyne

9

l

Amateur' Esperiencea With the

A Raw

Super -Heterodyne
A Favorite Circuit Simplified (Goodreau Circuit
JUNE. 1924
Simple Hook -Up for Testing Tub.,
Harkness Tells About HI Reflex..
-Duplex
The New Grimes 3XP I
Re- Radiating Receivers

"Factory" Refinement in Hom. -Bulit Seta
DX Sharpshooter
How to Become
A Novel Loop Tuner

JULY. 1924

Harkness Writes About Sell- OsclllatIoe
Trouble Shooting In the Grimm 3XP
Static C
"Factory" Refinements in Home -Built Seta
Levin' New Coil Makes DX Portable
R. F. and the Goodreau Split Variometer

I

18
1

24
6

9
12
18
17
19

25
13
15

20
21

24
25

Pogo No.

-Teting Outfit for Dealer,
What Sire Grid Leak Shall I Us.?
AUGUST, 1924

31

Tube
The

Neutrodyne-Installation

3

and Operation

9

Audio -Frequency Amplifiers
Neutolormers in the Grimm 3XP
Correct Aerial Insulation
The Greene "Selector"

11

13

I6
18

34
A Tube That Eliminate th. "A" Battery
SEPTEMBER. 1924
7
Grimes -ins the Haaeltln.
9
How I I
-Duplee.d th. Neutrodyn.
3XP Style Wirr -Ups of the Inver,- Duples.d Neterodyne II
14
Rdio- Frequency Amplifiers
Plate Juice From the Lighting Socket
22
24
Building Radio Sets That Work
OCTOBER, 1924
8
On R..itanc. Coupled Amplification

The New Harkne Countrfl.s Circuit
3XP -Style Wire -Up of the New Harkness Couaterfl.s
New Set, of this Season
Tb. Nutrodyn.
New 110 -Volt Tube with Replaceable Filament

Tubes

Not..

-A th.
Survey and

Forecast

Grime, -Briggs Neutrodyne
How Far Will This Set Receive?
NOVEMBER, 1924
on

I I

14

16

24
2S

28
34
36

a
Our Most Successful Hook -Up
Now' the Time to Overhaul
12
How the Harkness Reflee Can Be Changed to the New
14
Harkness Counterfle,
16
I
Dupleaing the Pfantiehl Syatem
25
How Much of
Nuisance Are You?
DECEMBER, 1924

Flewelling's New Circuit
The Two-Tube Hark... Counterfles
3XP -Style Wire -Up, Harkneu Count.rfl.a
Reticent( the Oscillating Sel
...
A Favorite Circuit Simplified IGoodreaut ..
Duple: Nmatrodyne
Further Not. on the I
JANUARY, 1925
The Quetion of Dry Cell Tub..
..
sees
sees
Fl.wehing Circuit ..
The Counterflea Simplified ....
The Beginner's Best Bet
Grimes Takes the Hum Out of His 3 XP
Notes on Our I
Duplex iSuper-Coll)

II

16
18
21

28
54

.......
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(The December, 1923, and January, 1921, issues are out of print).
Single Copies, 10 cents Each
THE RADIO KINDERGARTEN SERIES -The above issues contain eight lessons on the fundamentals of radio. These lessons are written in simple language and are designed to acquaint the
beginner in radio with the leading phases of radio reception.
BROADCASTING STATIONS-The following Stations were described and illustrated in the issues
listed above: WBAP, WDAR, WJAX, WJAZ, WCBD, WGN, WIS, WLAG, KFNF, WEAF, WTAM,
KSA(', W EEI. WTAT.
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